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Tighter

"C~t"

Policy Gets Administration Nod
and class hours requirements."

Dean Buddeke has confirmed
that

the

Administration

"encouraging

is

tighter

e n-

forcement" of a law school policy

has been "there all along," but
t hat the
seeki ng

"three or four," although

he

The

instructor

The Dean said that there was no
A.B.A.

following last summer's visit by
an A.B.A. inspection team.

according to Buddeke, is that

stringent

poor attendance resulted in poor

class attendance, the definition of
"excessive absence" is up to the

pass-fail

indi vid ual

determines

exams. He noted that when he

ministration policy requires, he

adherence to it.

limiting unexcused absences to

implement the requirement of

was

Administration
more

The t heory behind the policy,

ratios

on

past

bar

instructor .

Ad-

"observation

or

com-

plaint" about class attendance

what constitutes an "excused

first came to the law school,

says, that an instructor give

The new effort to minimize

states that enforcement remains

absence," according to

attendance was "terrible." He

unexcused absence from class is

in the discretion of individual

Assistant Dean, although Dean
Curtis did instruct the faculty to

further stated that. the A.B.A.

warning to a student that further
absence from class will result in

accreditation

the student's forced withdrawal

effort to improve the qUe lity of

the policy - whereby an excessive

regard the Jewish High Holy

"checked" attendance at classes.

from the class. If, then, ad-

the law school - and the resulting

number of cuts would prevent a

Days as "excused" for students
observing them.

Dean Curtis reiterates that,

ditional unexcused absences

effects on bar exam success. The

while instructors are expected to

occur, the instructor and the

leve l

Dean jointly decide whether the

noti ceably last year after an

student will be compelled to

observation by Presiden t Turner

withdraw.

at a

professors. Buddeke says that

student from taking an exam -

the

inspectors

New Maryland
Alimony Statute
Proposed

OCT,1974

of

Administration's

grades

faculty

dropp ed

meetin g

that

previous student grad e levels

th e contrary, there is no A.B.A.

had had a low correlation with

"guidelin e" requiring 90% class

bar exam r es ults.

states.

Dean Buddeke suggested

Rule 305 (c) of the Standards and

that consistent class attendance

Rules

UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE

the

Despite persistent rumor to

attendance,

VOL. V,NO.2

of

part

for

the

Dean

of Law

is part of the American system of

Schools does state that "regular
and punctual class attendance is

Approval

education, and the policy is what
students ex pect when they enter

necessary to satisfy residence

law school.

SBA Wins Award
LA\V
DAY
U.S.A.

by S. Timmerman Tepel -

I. Historically, ideas about

at

least ,

potentially

so.

alimony were chiefly from the old

"Meaningful discussion must

common law notions of marriage.

accept as a basic premise that the

The ecclesiastical courts of feudal

active principle and inner ethic of .

England

married

alimony is need - not punishment

couples of their duty to live

or reward." The factor of need

abso lved

together by granting a Separatio

must be adjusted to reality.

a Mensa et Thoro (from "bed and

"Modern woman is no longer the

board") prior to the concept of

Victorian

creature

absolute divorce. This type of

better than her husband's dog, a

separation was regarded as a

little dearer than his horse.' ..

punishment for the guilty spouse

The

estimates

(}It'A lRHAf{

'something

are

women control more than half of

one; it could not be awarded

our national wealth. One third of

unless one of the parties had

all married women in the United

committed a breach qf maritai

States (as of 1967 . it is higher

by Drew C. Apgar

respon si bil ity. Accord ing to

now)

common

by

many of those are working by

The
19 ,
October
On
University of Baltimore School of

contracting a marriage, gave up

choice rather than because of

Law was presented with t he

her right to parental support and

need. This situation has a direct

First Place Award for its LAW

E:ffect upon the man's position in

DAY U.S.A. program by Lynne

a

woman,

. lost her identity as a

legal

person.
Today a married woman no
longer occupies this subordinate'

work

during

marriage;

relation to alimony. We find
ourselves, in 1974, confronted

position. The new Equal Rights

with the fact that alimony j{ it'
is to be awarded at all - should be

Amendments are showing her to

awarded accordi,ng to the need of

be her husband 's equal before

a particular

the law. If she is not already

cording to the sex of that spouse.

economically independent, she is,

spouse,

not

continued on page 18

1IIHHftt{.m.;(In..

that

and a reward for the innocent

law,

SurntZfitp

?uo/ittt'ipfl.. {!tJ/l1fflUHtcatiux,.s-

ac-

Va lley Forge, Pennsylvania, and

Ya nko vic h,

represents the America'1 Bar

students, under the super vision

Association's recognition of law

of

student efforts to promote the
legal profession within the

non hou se. Lisa Goldstein played

community.
The prize winning program

t hird

Professor

year

Royal

law
Shan·

the part of an assistant State's
Attorney and Fred Goldstein.
portrayed the defense co unsel

Gold, Governor of the 3rd Circuit
of
the
American
Bar

was a public service broadcast on
WJZ-TV last spring and dealt

represen ting a youth charged
with an offense t hat would be

Association / Law

with juvenile waiver

hearing

considered a crime if committed

proced ures in Mar yland through

by an adult.
Although t he law day project

Division.
The award

was

Student
given

to

Joseph Guida as the law school's
A.B.A ./L.S .D.
r epresentative
during

the

1974

S.B.A.

Presidents Round Table

in

a dramatization

of a

typical

hearing after the commission of
an offense by a minor.
The program was written by
Fred

Goldstein

and

Chuck

was not co ns idered in the
competition which culminated in
wntinued on page 19
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United States v. Nixon
The

U.S.

Supreme

Court

ruling in United States v. Nixon.
41 L. Ed. 2d 1039, limits the
ability of the President to resist
the

in·court

presidential

dis~losure of
communications'

with aides and advisers.
A "Watergate" grand jury of
the U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia
seven

named

indicted

individuals

for,

among other offenses, conspiracy
to defraud the U.S. and obstruction of justice, in U.S. v.
Mitchell. (D.C. Crim. No. 74-110).
The grand jury named President
Nixon as an unindicted coconspirator. Special Prosecutor
Jaworski moved to have the
District Court issue a subpoena
duces tecum, pursuant to Fed.
Rul. Crim. Proc. 17 (c); Judge
Sirica issued the subpoena,
which

required

production

of

memoranda,
relating

to

indentified
the

pre-trial

certain
and

tapes,

writings

certain

precisely

meetings

between

President

and

others.

President's counsel James St.
Clair filed a "special appearance"
and a motion to quash, pursuant
to Rule 17 (c), supported by a
elaim of absolute executive
privilege. The

District Court

denied the motion to quash and
further ordered that the su bpoenaed evidence be produced by
a specified date. From this order,
th J President appealed to the
U.S.

Court of Appeals.

The

Special Prosecutor then filed a
petition for a writ of certiorari

appeals are to be prevented in

of privilege and ultimate ter-

the pow!!r to contest assertions

powers

order to promote judicial ef-

mination oC the

of executive privilege and the

judicial review of a Presidential

criminal action for which his

protection from discharge of the .

claim of privilege,

evidence

Special Prosecutor except for

whether Presidential privilege
prevails over a subpoena duces

ficiency and speedier resolution
of

litigation.

the

Ordinarily,

is

underlying

sought.

Thes(

doctrine

precludes
and

(2)

considerations lead us to con

gross

evidence pursuant to a subpoena

elude

or

concurrence

specified

tecum. The Court held the claim

duces tecum faces a probable

der ... was ... appealable ... and

the

Congressional leaders. The Court

of privilege to be reviewable.

contempt citation for refusal to

case is now properly before this

futher found that the dispute

comply. Because of the nature of

Court."

over

The Court said at 41 L. Ed. 2d
1061:

party

ordered

to

produce

that

the

improprieties

the

and

of

production

the

of

the

the parties and the likelihood

s'ubpoenaed evidence is "of a

that failure to review

type

prolong

the

would

which

(is)

traditionally

"Since this Court has consistently exercised the power to

litigation ' and

justiciable". 41 L. Ed. 2d 1057.

construe and d,e lineate claims

decrease judicial efficiency, the

The Court found that the

arisng under express powers, it

Court held the District Court

Special Prosecutor met the

must follow that the Court has

order, in this case, to be "final"

requirements of Fed. Rul. Crim.

authority

and hence reviewable. The Court

Proc. 17 (c), as interpreted in

with respect to powers alleged to

said, in C.J. Burger's opinion, at

U.S. v. Iozia, 13 F.R.D. 335.338

derive

41 L. Ed. 2d 1054-5:

(SDNY) 1952), which governs the

powers."

"The traditional contempt
avenue to immediate appeal is

issuance

peculiarly inappropriate due to

. President...to place himself in
the posture of disobeying an
order of a court merely to trigger
the procedural mechanism for
review ... would be unseemly, and
present an unnecessary occasion
for constitutional confrontation
between two branches of the
Government. Similarly, a federal
judge should not be placed in the
posture of issuing a citation to a
President simply in order to
in voke

review.

The

issue

whether a President can be cited

The

President's

couilsel

argued that the dispute is not
justiciable, under the "case and
controversies" doctrine, . because
"t.he matter was an intra-brance
disbute between a subordinate
(Special

Prosecutor)

and

superior (president) officer of
t.he Executive Branch and hence '
not
subject
resol ution."

to

judicial

41 L. Ed. 2d 1055. The Court
rejected this assertion on the
ground

that

the

Special

Prosecutor is acting within the

itself

scope of his express authority as

engender protracted litigation,

set forth in 38 Fed Reg 30739 as

.and would further delay both

amend,ed by 38 Fed Reg 32805 .

review on the merits of his claim

The grant of authority included

contempt

for

could

subpoenas

duces

tecum. That is, the Court found

the unique setting in which the
question arises. To require a

of

to

interpret

from

claims

enumerated

The Court accepted
existance

the

of a presidential

that the Special Prosecutor made

privilege of confidentiality

a sufficient showing that the

executive communications as

\subpoenaed tapes and documents

of

being necessarily implied in the

are (1) evidentiary and relevant

Constitut.ion's

(2) not otherwise procurable in

enumeration of presidential

Article

II

advance of trial by due diligence

powers and as being an erri-

(3) necessary for proper trial

bodiment of the policy toward

preparation and that failure to
obtain pre-trial inspection may

encouraging candid opin,ions of
presidential advisers. Although

tend to unreasonable delay the

the Court found that claims of

trial (4) sought in good faith and

privilege based on the "need to

not as a "fishing expedition" for

protect military, diplomatic or
sensitive

evidence. 41 L. Ed. 2d 1059.
Having decided in favor of the
Governm~l)t

on the issues of

national

security

secrets" wou ld probably be held
Lo be absolutely privileged, the

Jurisdiction, justiciability, and

Court held

compliance with Rule 17 (c), the

undifferentiated claim of public

Court

interest in the confidentiality of

then

confronted

the

that

"the

broad,

executive privilege questions of

I('xecutive) conversations" is a

(1) whether the separation of

qualified privilege and is outcontinued on pg. 8

Public Defender 'Strives for Professionalism
by Joseph Bernstein

before judgment, which the U.S.
Supreme Court granted .

prossequi for lack of evidence.

But there are now twelve district

is ever dedicated to one thing:

significance . of the presidential

defender ,

small

"Change is absolutely and vitally

public defender offices, each of

"To protect the righ ts of their

claim of privilege, the Court

gathering of U.B. law students

necessary," stated Murrell, "but

which is manned by a district

clients and to raise the practice
of law to higher standards," Mr.

Before

delving

into

the

Allan Murrell, a state public
addressed

a

decided that it had jurisdiction to

on Thursday, October 17, as part

the pending legislation to abolish

defender

with

a

small

hear the case, that the issues

of a continuing speakers program

the grand jury system has been

assigned to each office. Since its

Murrell

defender of today is a trained

The

public

were

sponsored by the Student Bar

100% unsuccessful so far." Mr.

establishment,

Association. Mr. Murrell's in-

Murrell noted tha t Great Britain

Defender's Office has had its case

trial lawyer who is required by

Prosecutor and the trial judge

f~rmative speech outlined the

had abolished the grand jury

load increased by 84% because of

statute to have been employed as

complied with

functioning

system some ten years ago.

court

an attorney for five years. Such

on

certiorari

Rule

17

(c)

of

the

public

decisions,

Public

stressed.

justiciable, and that the Special

raised

the

staff

such

as

Public

Argersinger' v. Hamlin, which

along with a plea for increased

Defender's Office was organized

afforded the accused a right to

use of preliminary hearings for

January

counsel

requirements for the issuance of

defender system in Maryland,

a subpoena duces tecum. Ordinarily, a District Court "order

The

Maryland
1,

1972,

partly

in

upon

the

slightest

denying a motion to quash and

accused felons . At present, the

response to the deteriorating

possibility of prosecution. "The

requiring the production of

accused

to a

quality of legal representation

Constitutional right to counsel

evidence pursuant to be sub-

criminal hearing only if he was

given to the accused by the

has grown tremendously in

has

the

right

t.rained,
"furnish

competent personnel
the accused with a

guiding hand throughout his
experience with the criminal
justice system."
Mr. Murrell concluded

his

poena duces tecum ... has been

held by criminal information, but

private bar. The legislation

recent years," Mr. Murrell

remarks with the observation

repeatedly held" to not be a final

not under a grand

establishing such office passed

emphasized,

that the thoroughly corripetent

decree and therefore not ap-

dictl!!ent.

by only four votes in the An-

Defender's

jury

in-

Mr. tVl,;;, ell pointed out, over

and

Office

Public
now

professionals in

the

Public

Defender's Office would not only

Mr.

represents an accused straight

40%

all indictments returned

Murrell remarked that the public

on through an appeal to the

protect the rights of the accused,

tional statute, however, is based

by the Baltimore City grand jury

defenders were "looked upon as

Supreme Court."

but also "raise the professional

on the policy that interlocutory

in 1973 were dismissed by nolle .

the legion of the condemned."

01

assembly,

the

L. Ed. 2d 1054. This jurisdic-

pealable under 28 U.S.C. 1291. 41

napolis

"and

The Public Defender's Office

status of the average lawyer."

..

'

. .....
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...
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Search and Seizure'Unraveled
by Judge Moylan
Most in Last 50 Years

Speaking before a large

Moylan opined, was the present
"and proper" law.

The

Nevertheless, he said, the law
of search incident to a lawful
arrest grew from a cumulative

the search incident to a lawful
arrest, described by Matthew
Hale circa 1867; most warran-

search and seisure law as it

to

prevent the . suspect's escape.

exceptions," as he termed it, is

Honorable Charles E. Moylan,

and

doctrine of Chimel, which Judge

students on September 23, t he
Jr. sought to dissemble and
resynthesize the jumbled maze cf

themselves

evolved culminating in

The "granddaddy of the

the

protect

Newsweek" and should never be
considered stare decisis.

assembly of criminal pr ocedure

The judge donned a thiefs

building on dicta. The 1914 dicta

cap to portray a numbers runner

tless search theories appeared,

of Weeks, the landmark ex-

being

apprehended

with

a

skit

drew

appreciate

laughter. to which the judge
concluded. "that is Chime!."
Judge

Moylan

noted

the

temptation to mix the law of

evolved in the past half century.

however, since World War 1. In

clusionary rule case, was cited as

numbers slip in his hand. The

incident-to-arrest

'The speaker, an Associate Judge
of the Court of Special Appeals of

1925, the aut.omobile exception

authority for the court's holding

natural tendency, he noted, was

the so-called "automobile," or

appeared, followed over forty

in Carroll in 1925; both cases, in

years after by the doctrine of

turn, were cited to justify the

to eat the . slip, which tasted
"better than the twenty years"

Carroll, rule requiring probable

wide-

ranging array 'of metaphor,

"hot pursuit" or "exigent cir·

Agnello holding which generated

he might serve if convicted. The

of the confusion, he said, arises

irreverent humor, and careful

cumstances" ,in

its own

officer, Judge Moylan said,

from the tendency to equate

Maryland,

combined

a

1967.

The

organization to explain his ap·

Supreme Court added "stop and

proach to the subject on which he

dicta

for

Go-Bart

seal"'h

with

cause and special exigence . Some

would clearly be right to seize

Carroll's holding with an factual

frisk" the next year in 1968, and

Manufacturing in 1931.
In Go-Bart, the Judge noted,

.the slip and look on the suspect's

setting involving four wheels. In

is a widely acclaimed authority in

since then, the rules of "plain

the range and space of the area

:person for others; the obvious

fa ct, the Judge suggested, one

the State.

view"

and

which could be searched incident

intent is to preserve disposable

modern

consent search had more clearly

to a legal arrest was tightly

evidence. Similarly, the judge '

"automobile" rule is the totally

emerged.

circumscribed.

Warning:
Don't Scramble Eggs

under

Coolidge

students. and the bench

reached for a pistol, demon-

immobile suitcase containing
marijuana, without the owner

personnel

upheld the destruction of a five-

allowing police to search the area

present, and readied for ship·

should use warrantless search
only out of dire necessity, and ne·

room 'apartment over a five-hour

within the suspect's reach to

ment across the country.

enforcement

en·

vc r from mere convenience. The
courts will not allow evidence

is the tendency to try to combine

obtained from a search without a

conduct

various distinct categories of

warrant unless there is clear

arrested for .

which

Harris

proof that the judicial process

1948, Judge Moylan offered,

was not feasible for very par-

was the year William Douglas

situation. He used the image of

ticularized reasons. Moreover he

"got religion" - the Judge

"pigeonholes" into which each
case must ultimately be placed,

intimated that changes in the law
made
prediction
difficult, .

speculated that perhaps his first
wife had left him. Following that

and repeatedly asserted that to

although he indicated th e search

turn in the five-four split on the

try to put a case into sever<ll

and seizure law is becoming more

Co urt , three

"pigeonholes" at once is futile.

stable in r ecent years. In at least

phases of "incident search" law

The

six decisions over

a 42·year

stressed, is to a void "scrambling

period,

the

eggs" . the basic premise that the

Supreme Court had made a "total

law

about· face,"

of search

e merges

from

and

seizure

the

Fourth

however,

terizing

he

that

said,

period

charac·
as "the

saddest and most embarrassing

each of its "eggs" can be com-

chapter

of

Supreme

bined to reach what seems a
desireable result.

history"

in

which

"zigzagged like a schizophrenic."

Judge

did.

stress the central significance of
the

wording

of

the

Fourth

Cou rt

case

law

law,

Judg e

LegaL Distributors For:
Books for the Attorney
Maryland Reports
McCormick on Damages
&

Summers on

Moylan

Schaffer on the Planning and
Drafting of Wills and Trusts

Amendment itself in analyzing a

s ugg ested. was the Court's

How to Live and

question of search

obsession

Maryland Probate

law.

The

with

manufacturing

entire lesson of Katz, Spinelli,

law from dicta which, in turn.

Coolidge v New Hampshire, and

offered dicta from which still

so on. he said, would be found in

more remote law was coaxed.

the

The Supreme Court. he said,

literal

constitutional

language. What it says.

the

Uniform commercial code

The blame for t he flip· flops in
t he

- Curlander Law Book Co.

White

Destructive Dicta

however,

more distinct

U.S.

Amendment does not mean that

The

for

was

a theory to explain a given

Moylan

rationale

New Circuit Lt. Governor Named

leading to a conviction for . a·
crime wholly unrelated to the

searches and seizures in reaching

Judge

the

. period in producing evidence

counter in search and seizure law

need,

Die with

And More

Books for the Law Student

the

forgot what the "case method"

Case and Horn Books

Judge noted. is that a search

taught law students early in the

Gilbert Summaries

without a judicial warrant is per
se
unreasonable and highly

game - that the holding was the

U.C.C. Handbook
Prepared Briefs

only part of a decision which was

suspect except in "very, very

binding. The Judge charac·

special circumstances. highly
circumscribed," where it is

Law Exam - An Aid to Multistate

terized dicta as "where judges

Bar Exams

get their kicks" in their subdued

simply not feasible to obtain a

lives and as an opportunity to

warrant.

distinct types of search which.

"show off the Shakespeare
they've learood." Dicta, he

although warrantless. would be
sustained.

continued.
teresting

He

enumerated

six

the

strating

la w
the greatest problem lawyers,

of

years later, in Harris, the Court

Judge Moylan warned that

Judge Moylan suggested that

Yet, sixteen

example

are about as in·
as " last week's

Phone and Mail Orders Promptly Filled
See Us At
or Call

525 N. Charles St.
Baltimore, Md. 21201
539-4716
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volvement,
EDITORIAL

APATHY. I went to a larg<southern state, state university
in the middle 1960s. When I first
entered,

the

only

serious

problem most of my classml).tes
would willingly deal with was
beating the curfew

at

the

winning program).
E.8.B.A. [Program and Plans]

activities are sponsored by the
The Evening Student Bar student bar associations, inAssociation came into existance eluding the annual Awards
at the University of Baltimore at Banquet.
The Editor of the Forum is
the same time that the S.B.A.
was formed . Baltimore is one of chosen
recomwith
the
the few (perhaps only) law mendations of the studimt bar
schools in the country which has associa.tion.
two separate student bar
In addition to the above, the
associations. The reasons the E.S.B.A. serves as the voice of

The Law Student Division of
the third Circuit held a Roundtable discussion in Valley Forge
last week was a specific success
for the University of Baltimore,
but generally was an overall
grave disappointment. Baltimore
was awarded the first prize for
the best Student Bar project and
Drew Apgar was selected by
Lynn

Gold,

Third

Circuit

evening law students at that

evening law students in working

newspaper used to have two or

time felt they needed a separate

with

three articles in every issue

organization were twofold. First,

complaining of student apathy.,

at that time, evening students

ministration in matters such as,
the first year orientation

but these articles were usually

greatly outnumbered day law

however,

about lack of support for the

students, and were afraid that

stressed

baseball team, or throwing candy

substantial procedural and policy

unimportance of the general law

wrappers
<greenery.

decisions would be made in which

student within the LSD system,

they would not have an effective

as against political ambitions and

voice which reflected their

various

The student newspaper still

majority. Second, they felt that

unless one belonged to either the

carried articles condemning
APATH'y, but now the articles

there are differences so 'sub-

Balsa caucus, the Women's

stantial in the life styles of day

caucus, or other lobby-type

were

activist

and evening law students, and

groups, the individual was lost as

groups up north and out west,

certain problems and interests

an un influencing factor in LSD

and what was the matter with us,
DIDN'T WE CARE?

intrensic to evening students,
alone, which warranted a program,

affairs.

on the campus
Then came the

Assassinations and the War.

about

student

. When I graduated, the main

separate organization. In

the

law

school

ad-

Governor,

as

the

new

Lt.

Governor of the Third Circuit.
With all due respect to the LSD,
the
to

me

conference
the

relative

For

influence-groups.

The

Roundtable

con-

exam

ference was entitled "Everything

the schedules, graduation, school

you wanted to know about LSD,

curriculum ,

past, there was rivalry, often facilities, law library conditions

but were afraid to ask." To me

with, was the draft status of

petty, between the E.S.B.A. and and

job

nothing was learned about the

ourselves, our friends, and loved

S.B.A. in claiming credit for placement service.

ones.
The
newspaper

different programs and ac-

The Executive Council of the
the

LSD, except .that there is going
to be bitter political in-fighting
between the caucus factions

complaining about the lack of

with the school administration. President,
Vice-President,
This rivalry proved, in all cases Treasurer, and Secretary a.s well

seeking power bases for their
own ends. It is a shame, for this

student

to be counterproductive to the as twelve Class Representatives,

will be the downfall of the LSD

APATHY about a demonstration

interests of all law students, both three from each class. This year's

as a viable system for the or-

against the curfew at
women's dorms.

day and evening, and the present Executive Council is the most
administrations of both the active and dedicated that I have

dinary law student.

I received a phone call last

S.B.A. and E .S.B.A. are working seen at this school; but they can

established at the conference

New Year's Day from a student

closely together in maintaining not function effectively without
and initiating programs, ac- active participation and support

were

thing :ny class was concerned

last

student

saw before
graduation, contained an article
participation

in

and

the

at the University of Maryland

the

tivities, as well as currying favor E.S.B .A.

law

school's

consists

of

He had just read a copy of the

tivities and policy which will from other evening law students.
benefit aU law students.
Many evening law students are

Forum in which I had written a

Many evening law students_ involved. We need, you need,

Law School, Evening Division.

letter describing some of the

have little or no idea of the many many more to get involved .

current activities of evening law
students at the U of Band

ways that the E.S.B.A. affects
their academic lives, and I do not

programs of the E.S.B.A. He

have space in this column to do

wanted to know how we did it.

more than mention some of them.

He told me that there were, at

The Evening Honor Court
justices are chosen by the

that time, no evening law
students on their law review, no
evening students on their moot

E.S.B .A. representatives for
each class, and currently the

court team, and virtually no

E.S.B.A. honor code committee,

participation

evening

togeth er with its S.B.A. coun-

students in .their Student Bar

terpart is drafting a new joint
honor code.

by

Association or in the administration of the law school.
Funk & Wagnalls Standard
College Dictionary lists, as
antithical to the word APATHY,
the words interest and
sibility.

sen-

SBA

was the one for the ordinary

Virtually all law school social

The student

women's dorms.

the

workshop which was forgotten

,by David Harvis, President,
Evening Student Bar Association

and

President's workshop. The one

The evening moot court
program is administered by
students, appointed by the
E.S.B.A.
The University I)f Baltimore
Law Day program is jointly
sponsored by the E.S.B.A. and
S.B.A. (including last year's prize

The

four

the Liaison

workshops
committee,

which accomplished nothing; the
Balsa caucus, which promulgated
Black recruitment as a priority
issue; Women's caucus, which
called for

further

female

in-

student enlistment drive, which
should have been a primary goal,
but was never brought up, let
alone debated on the floor during
the course of the conference.
The direction of this conference
was
fairly
well
established after it was revealed
that the ABA-LSSF grants to
specific goals, were divided up;
twenty-five percent for minority
recruitment,

ten

percent

five percent for general funding,
as yet unspecified. The projects
adopted for this year, as priority
projects for everyone to work
for, were Black recruitment for
the

third

circuit

and

project

for a legal program

for the

mentally

and

physically

Surely the Third circuit could
have considered a general law
student recruitment drive, but
unfortunately

the

ordinary

student was unrepresented, and
here, unwanted. It is small
wonder that the Liaison committee decided that apathy was a
major problem, but it is incredible that the area of student
apathy was not a factor for
consideration in

deciding the

projects. for the third circuit.
Most of the conference was
represented by either the Balsa
caucus or the women's caucus,
these

groups dominating the

affair. The .rest of us mortals, not
belonging to the Women, Black
or elected official group, were
confused as to why one would
actually attempt to join the LSD,
which was what the conference
was supposed to be all about. It
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Roundtable in Review

Gadfly

doled out to states who pass laws
requiring the mandatory use of
seat belts for

by Donald Lorelli
on

Pikus. gathered women together

law

October 19. at the Sheraton

to discuss their common conc.e rns

related projects . There are

Valley Forge in Pennsylvania

as

Roundtable

Conference

school

and

presently three categories of

nine of the Third Circuit schools

members of the profession. The
Third Circuit liaisons to ABA

grants in which each law school

in attendance. The program was
divided

into

sessions.

the

with 70 representatives from

two

working

morning

being

students

and

requirement in r esponse to the
Department of Transportation's

general category. At present.

the recipient of governmental

All public opinion polis reveal

workshop

how

there are three applications for

a buse since 1970. So-called

tha t the vast majority of the

grants from the third circuit.

"safety" r egulations have added

American public is against a

hundreds of pounds of weight to

requirement of mandatory seat

in

discussing

and how they can become more
involved in it.

delineate

can become

more

the

The

Third

Circuit

has

Since

each vehicle.

manufac·

Minority
its
reactivated
Recruitment Project under t he

. turers ar e in business to make a

chairmanship of Alfred Nance of

profit. t hey in tur n have passed

working problems and concerns

Uni versity of Mar yland. Any

t he costs on to the price of the

of the law students of the circuit.

t hird circuit law students in-

automobiles t hemselves. While

Accordingly. the SBA Presidents

terested in this project. t he scope

t his

met as a group to discuss and

of which includes recruitment of

regulations have forced the use

share the general problems and

minorities and their retention in

of all types of smog devices on

solutions that SBAs are facing.

third circ uit law schools should

engines - many of which aren't

The LSD representatives joined

contact Alfred at the University

really

together to discuss implementing

of Maryland.

The

motorist was forced to pay a

their roles in bringing the Law

Circuit also adopted a project

higher price for his automobile.

Student Division to each in·

dealing with the legal rights of

The added "safety" regulation

dividual law student. BALSA.

the disabled. The proposed end

weight and th e smog devices in

Baltimore.

was

occurring.

ne eded .

Again.

air

t he

(Black American Law Student

prod uct of this

project is a

turn ha ve acted to drastically cut

Association) met to discuss the

handbook for t he practioner as

down gas mileage in an era of

well as his client on hi s client's

ever-escalating gaso line prices.

rights vis-a-vis educational and

The model year 1974 wit-

problems that minority students
are facing in law schools today.
both as to entrance into law

At the afternoon business
meet ing, Perry Crutchfield.
national 2nd V.P. spoke on LSSF

school and as students within the

fundin g, in r elation to the Third
Ci r cuit. There is $32.000

school. The women's Caucus. led
by National Chairperson Judy

available in matching funds for

employme nt benefits. This will

nessed t he introd uction of Big

be published on a state by state

Brother

basis. und er the chairmanship 'of
continued on pg. 8

t hrough

Dean Curtis Announces Appointment
of Law Lib raria n ,=".r..r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r..r..rJ'.r.rJ".rJ".r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.rJ".r.r,..,..r.rJ"~
professor and library consultant

by Joseph Bernstein

at the new Delaware Law School.
It seems that Mr. Pincoffs was

Do you ever fe el lost in the
law library? Well. fear not, your

under the old pay scale for
librarians at U.B..

but Dean

troubles are almost over. Dean

Curtis made assurances that the

Jos e ph Curtis

present salary levels are now

nounced

the

recently
appointment

an·
of

competiti ve.
In the past the American Bar

new U.B. Law Librarian. Ms.

Association has criticized t he

Witzel received both her A.B.

U.B. librar y for not having a full-

degree and a Masters in Library

time staff.

not ' ha ving

the

Science from the University of

requisite members for a com-

California at Berkley. She has

plete staff and being weak in

been the Cataloging Librarian at
Maryland.

areas.
collection
ce rtain
Howeve r , Dean Curti s e m-

Baltimore County since 1971 and

phasized. "We are confident by

University

of

is current.ly in her third year at

t he time of t he next annual

the University of Maryland Law

A.B.A. inspection (this spring)

School.
The Forum would like to

that such criticisms t he A.B.A.
had will be fully r emedied."

officially welcome Ms. Witzel to

A Student Bar Association

her essential position. Ms. Witzel

committee recently investigated

will replace Maurice Pincoffs.
Jr., who resigned his Librarian
\ position
because
offer.

at U.B.

last

another

Reportedly

conditions in the library and
made several recommendations

spring

which were considered in a joint

teaching

meeting of t he S !=l.A. committee

being

hands of the new Assistant Law
Librarian Emily Greenberg. who
the
Acting
is
c urr e ntly
Librarian. And, Gordon Krabbe.
before graduation was a stud ent
assistant

in

the

librar y,

is

paid

and a Law Faculty committee.

more money at his new position.

Suc h recommendations were

Mr. Pincoffs is at present a

adopted "w her e app ropri ate"
and have been placed in the

Students are. also. urged to
their

criticism s

and

recom mendations on deficiencies
in

library operation

or

in

collection to the attention of the
libr ary

staff

or

t he

ad·

the

automobile.

mandatory

in-

and interlock system. New cars
won't start until after one sits
down

and

fastens

the

lap!

shouider harness for t he driver
as well as for any package or dog
weighing more tha n 25 pounds
who is on t he other front seat.
The nuisance and inconvenience
of such a system is compound ed
by its failure rate.
The 1975 model year witnessed the introd uction of ex-

At t he present time U.B. is
not likely to get many law r eview
exchanges with other law schools
since the U.B. Law Review is
only published twice a year,
most

other

schools

publish four to six times a year.
But. take heart law students!
The Index of Legal Periodicals
has .just picked up the U.B.
citation and Dean Curtis thinks
that Shepards will shortly follow
suit. Today Shepard's; tomorrow
t he world !

spew harmful sulfur fum es into
t he air and Big Brother has
further determined that as of
September

1.

1976.

all

automobiles sold in the United
States must be equipped with
estimated to add another $&00 to
the price of a car . will explode
out of the dash board (with a
resultant sound similar to a
shotgun

blast)

when

sensing

devices determine a crash is
imminent. When one realizes
how other parts of automobiles
ar e so quick to malfunction - one
can only hope t hat these devices
can

be

blackmail.

belt usage. And yet - critics are
silent.
The thought of police stopping and searching citizens in
their automobiles to see if t hey
ar e guilty of the grievo us crime
of rid in g without a seatbelt is
ridiculous. And yet. with millions
of doll ars dangling before t heir
eyes. state legislatures may soon
pass such a requirement. (As yet.
it is mandator y only in Puerto
Rico and Australia).
Where are our defenders of
personal liberty? One must agree
with Emmett Tyrrell who said
that coer cion t hat t hrottles t he
great mass

of t he

simply does not

citizenry

trouble the

American Civil Liberties Union.
To attract the defense of the
ACLU's
pettifoggers.
the
average driver will have to be
arrested while fleeing a bank '
robber y

or

a

napping. Only

multiple

kid-

then will t he

curtai lment of civil rights prove
interesting to the ACLU. The
heinous airport frisks have not
stirred up any r eaction by t he
ACLU - except for their crusade
to defend drug traffickers caught

"air bags". Such bags. which are

ministration.

whereas

your

pensive catalytic mufflers which

Langsdale.
bring

in

stallat ion of t he seatbelt ignition

presently employed as a Library
Technician on the fourth floor of

Carla Stone Witze l to become the

the

are

fifth

lunch and a' plenary session.
to

legislatures

Tom Matthews led the

meaningful to the law student

designed

state

The motoring public has been

of delegates joined together for
were

the ACLU

thirty

considering passage of such a

committees. Howard Majev and

LSD! ABA

workshops

Motoring. Big Brother and

may apply; minority projects.
women related projects and a

workshops. after which the body

The

motorists.

Safety Belt Council. at least

community

future

law

all

According to the American

de-activated

by

t he

purchaser.
Enough of Big Brother ? Not
qu ite. Congress has aut horized
$94 million in highway aid to be

during such searches.
If a motorist or passenger

seeks to take a chance and not
wear a seat and shoulder belt - it
is his decision for he or she alone
will suffer from any potential
accident. The government has no
business cradling its citizens.
One can only again agree with
Tyrrell t hat "the ACLU will lie in
wait for that one moment of
libertarian melodrama w hen
s ome cop. investigating for
seatbelt evaders. apprehend s a
rapist in the act. Then these
dough ty

defenders

of civil

liber t ies will pounce. the Bill of
Rights

will

be rescued.

and

freedom preserved ... but only for
t he sea t beltless rapist, kidna·pper. or bank robber. That is
t he ACLU's service to liberty.
And it is about all one can expect
from a mob of joiners ..... And so
it goes.

Forum to Sponsor Beer
and drink. This party. is limited
to
the faculty and students of the
Party
University of Baltimore, both
The l"orum has announced

evening and day divisions. All

, plans to hold a beer party on

administrative personnel are

Wednesday, October' 30, in the
library lower level between the

invited.
The funds collected from this

hours of 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. The

e"ent will be donated to the SBA

price will be 75 cents (six bits) for

and ESBA for use in another

all the beer and pizza you can eat

social

event

to

be

held

in

November.

"U. Bait. L. Rev."
To Be Cited'
The University of Baltimore

will become effective with the

Law Review has been selected

beginning of the Index's volume

for inclusion in the Index to

year this month.
The Index accepted the Law

Legal Periodicals, the standard
citator for law reviews and law

Review on the recommendation

journals in the United States.

of the American Association of

The indexing of the Law

Law Libraries. The Review is

Review will mean that it will be

also listed in the Survey of Law

nationally accessible as a
research source. ·The new' listing

Reviews, which is published by
the Legal Information Services.

SBA Presidents Roundtable
weekly basis informillg the

by Drew C. Apgar

vario\:.6 schools in the circuit of
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania
was the site of the 1974 S.B.A.
Presidents Round Table for the
3rd Circuit of the American Bar
Association / Law Student
Division on October 19. . The
presence of seventeen

law

students from the University of
Baltimore at the various
workshops co.ltributed to the
most successful meeting of
student leaders in the country
this year.
The strength of the number

activities
and
programs
developed within the circuit.
The 'workshops conducted at
Valley Forge revealed several
common problems in S.B.A. and
A.B.A./L.S.D. functioning in the
3rd Circuit. The most prevalent
problem was the misconception
of the relation between the
A.B.A. and the Law Student

rights of the developmentally

deve lopm e nt

disabled as a 3rd Circuit project
for the 1974-75 school year. The

relations between S.B.A. officers

law

Another indication o( the 3rd
Circuit's interest in the
University of Baltimore was the
awarding of responsibility for
printing a circuit newsletter to
our law school at the conference.
The law school will have its
special
committee
on
A.B.A. / L.S.D. affairs gather
information from law schools in
Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Delaware and Maryland and
publish the newsletter on

II

bi-

available to you and your clients
in the following:
Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, District of
Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maryland, Mississippi, New Jersey, New Mexico,
North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Tf!xas, Utah, Virginia, West
Virginia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.

Division

of

could

Law

Student

communicated to students. Other

in

Title Insurance policies are

advised of ways in which correct

adoption by the circuit of a
proposal dealing with the legal

recr uitment

Our Owners' or Mortgagee

at the various law schools.
S.B.A. pre&idents were
impressions

minority
schools.

REPORTS

Division in the minds of students

of University of Batlimore
studetns was reflected in the

adoption of this project was in
addition to the revival of the
previous year's project for

TITLE
INSURANCE
and JUDGMENT

be

effectively

Since 1884

problems discussed included the
of

effective

and L.S .D . repr ese ntatives ,
women's
promotion
of
," organizations within

th e

law

schools, and honor systems.
Most S.B.A. leaders present
at the Round Table were surprised at the cooperative
relationship between the day and
even ing school student bars and
the open exam system curr ently
in existence at the University of
Future
comBa ltimor e.
munications between the various
law schools and the University of
Baltimore will focus on our
newsletter, speakers program,

. An .ftililt. of Allelily & B.pesit Co.pany of 1Iaryt••

development of the women's
cauc us a nd preventive law
programs in area high schools.

St. Paul & lexington Sts., Baltimore, Md. 727·3700
406 Mercantile Towson Building, Towson, Md. 825-4435
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BeaU Extemporizes On Agnew and White Collar Crime
""V"
demonstrably a crook," when it

uemonsLrated a laek of a
pension for violence."

:the Watergate atmosphere the

In response to a question on

White House was neutralized by

became clear that there would be
im,peachment

proceedings

against

"In

Nixon.

the

final

whether his office ever receives

their own problems; and as a

powerful

consequence of Watergate such

analysis, removal from office was

people who want special favors,

calls aren't made; and people

the imperative," Beall stated. He

Mr. Beall declared that such calls

ge-n~ralJy

added that he "now" feels that

were not received by the U.S.

Attorney's Office makes memos

'Richardson's decision was the

Attorney's Office. Speculating on

of all calls, and such memos

right one."

the possible reason such calls

might embarrass the caller.

As a parenthetical note, Spiro
Agnew

now owns

a

$70,000

house in ' Annapolis, Md. and
works

for

an

"telephone calls from

,Mr. Beall observed that during

know that the U.S.

,were not made in the recent past,

~..r..rA

EXECUTIVE PRIVILEG E

-:r..r."...,...

international

weighed by the needs for ob-

t.he District Court to examine in

consulting firm called Path light,

taining evidence to prosec ute a

camera

Inc.

specific criminal case. The Court

materials

weighed the Sixth Amendment

inadmissible material or material

Since

Agnew's

Mr.

any

rights of an

Special

confronted with the witnesses

Appeals, he no longer works in

against him" and "to compulsory

the capacity of an attorney, but

pI'ocess for obtaining witnesses

it establishes

his current e nterpris e with

in

Fifth

('xecutive privilege are s ubject to
judicial review (2) it establishes

favor"

and

the

be

excise

Maryland " Court

his

"to

subpoenaed
to

disbarment was affirm ed by the
of

accused

the
and

it find s to

be

Path light, Inc. allows Agnew to

Amendment right of due process
against the need for privilege to

t.hat

consulting. And, on October 10,

encourage ad",isers to 'be candid

confidentiality

1974, the first anniversary of

in th e ir advice. The Court Said:

loca l

..... we must weigh the im-

on

The effects of this case are (1)

continue his myriad talents for

"Nolo Wednesday," a

privileged

ground of national security.

a

that

qualified

claims

privilege
of

of

of

exec utive

communications exists, and (3) it
l'stablishes that assertions of this

television station reported that

porlance of t he genera l privilege

qualified privilege or ineffective

Mr.

sweaty

of confidentia lity of presidential

as against an order to produce

palms" every time he remembers

commun ications in perform"nce

materials purs uant to a subpoe.na

the Agnew case.

of his responsibilities aga inst the

duces tecum in a Cr iminal case.

dramatize for the public t he costs

inroads of such a privilege on the
fair administration of crim inal

Circuit Governor speaks.

of White Collar Crime and the

justice.

tremendous erosion of values in

preserving co nfid e nti a lity is

Beall

Mr.

"still

Beall

gets

a lso

sought

to

The

int erest

in
('ontinued [rom pg 5

our system. In countering the

weighty indeed and entitl ed to

University of Baltimore is to

charge

grea t respect. However we

be congratulated on its award for
t he outstanding Law Day project

that

the

poor

a nd

George Beall addresses Student

disadvanta ged are treated in the

cannot conclude , the advisers

Body.

harsh ed terms by our cr iminal

will be moved to temper th e

in the Third Circuit this past

comment by the Wizard of Id

justice system. Mr. Beall stated

candor of their remarks by the

year,

that "there are no rules

that the U.S. Attorney's Office

infr eq uent

Politics; you just cheat 'till you

was well-equipped to attack the

disclosure

because

win." That seemed to blend very

"corruption of and by our public

possibility

that

neatly into Mr. Beall's recounting

officials" a nd "to expose

George Beall, the U.S. Attorney

on the Agnew plea bargaining

problem

for

sessions held one year ago last
week. Mr. Beall said that the

BY JOSEPH BERNSTEIN

On Tuesd ay,
Maryland,

October 8,
addressed

a

medium-sized gathering of U.E.

in ,

Law School students, faculty a nd

A~new

administration. Under Student

-the work of the U.S. Attorney's

case was an exception in

Bar Association sponsorship, Mr

Office, which recommends "not

Beall commented on the serious

just fines, but in every insta nce"

impact of White Collar Crime on

for the perpetrators to pay the

today's values and on our system

price in jail. "Due to the national

of justice, while interspersing his

concerns that bore upon the

remarks with an occasional
levitous observation,

such

Agnew case." Mr. Beall stated

as

that the final decision was clearly

Ralph Nader's comment on this

mad e for the U.S. Attorney's

area as being "Crime in the

Office by Eliot Richardson, the

Sweets." However , Mr.

Beall

former Attorney General of the

emphasized the seriousness with

U.S. who departed from office in

the

occasions
of

s uch

of
the
co n-

The Roundtable was a very
exciting

experience

for

a ll

co ncerned and especially for me

versations will be called for in

personally, The in teraction of the

t.he

criminal

various law schools is something

How ever, Mr. Beall decried the

pros ec ution." 41 L. Ed. 2d 1066.

to be desired and e ncouraged and

"terrible need to bring equality

Th e Court then noted that

will hopefully continue. The next

to the sentencing process," which

allowing presidential privilege in

opportunity will be at t.he Annual

is supplemented

in -

a criminal trial could r es ult in

meet ing,

dividualized presentence in-

totally frustration the criminal

Washington, D.C. This meeting,

prosecution

to be held in conjunction with the

to

vestigation.

public

With

view."

by an
the

factual

var iab les that necessarily ex ist,
'I

here

is

no

question

by

co ntext

of

by

a

withholding

esse nti al evidence.

Therefore,

the Court said:

"arguments of socia-I stability that

..... when

lIth

March

Circuit

8,

(D. C.)

1975,

will

be

highlighted by the election of the

the ground

for

new Governor. Plan to join us .

th e White Collar Criminal has

asserting privilege as to sub-

You're all most welcome.

definite " edge
poverished

in

over

the

im-

poenaed materials sought for use

Tony

University

of

criminal

with

his

in a criminal trial is based only on

Baltimore

law

student.

He

welcomes

and

invites

deprived background." And, Mr,

the generalized

Beall spoke from personal ex-

confidentiality, it cannot prevail

interest

in

Kat z,

par-

ticipation on this pcoject.

perience when he stated that

over th e fundamental demands of

"equal justice under law is an

due process of law in the fair

nounced that J uriscan, its new

ideal that is impossible to achieve

administration

computerized placement service,

upon an individualized defen-

justice.

dant's

assertion of privilege must yeild

Novcm~er. This is a service open

publicity claim of putting only

to the demonstrated,

1.0 all LSDERs in finding em-

The

LSD ! ABA

had

an-

which the U.S. Attorney's Office

the infamous "Saturday Night

"views

crime,"

Massacre." Richardson had made

ranging from the peccadillo of

the stipulation of no jail for

the law student who charges

Agnew over the objections of the

long-d istance telephone calls on

U.S.

his friend's charge card to the

Richardson's decision that the

White

in

need "for evidence in a pending

ployment nationwid e suited to

major indiscretions of Spiro. T.

national interest would be better

minimum security facilities, such

criminal trial." 41 L. Ed. 2d 1066-

their

Agnew.

served by Agnew's resignation

as Allenwood, Pa., was a myth

7

terests. For further information,

all

crime

as

Mr. Beall opened his short
prepared talk with the cartoon

Attorney's

was made,
"former

even

Vice

Office.

though

President

basis."
Collar

However,
Criminals

the

the

Beall stated, and such facilities

was

are "open to all offenders who

The

of

criminal

generalized
specific

The Court concluded

by

stressing the responsibility of

will

be

in

operation

by

particular needs or in -

contact your schools LSD rep .
Joe Guida.

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

1975 Sprigs ~ester
DAY DIVISION
SUBJECT & COURSE NO.

Sec:tion 2

SEM.HRS.

Corporations (202·D2)
Civil Procedure II (410-D2)
Maryland Procedure II (306-D2)
Trusts & Estates (309-D2)
Commercial Trans. II (204-D2)
Constitutional Law II (302-D2)
Appellate Advocacy (207-D2)

3
2
2
3
3
3
2

THIRD YEAR REQUIRED

3

Estate & Gift Tax. (435-D)
ELECTIVES
Admiralty (403-0)
Antitrust Law (417-D)
Business Planning (488-DJ
Collective Bargaining (4U-D)
Conflict of Laws (419-D)
Debtor-Creditor Relations (427-D)
Internship (53l-D)
Jurisprudence (451-0)
Law & Soc_ Reform (459-D)
Legal Accounting (463-D)
Legislation (467-D)
Moot Court (473-D)
Practice Skills (479-D)

3
3
3
3
3
2

2
3
3

Forum. ctober.
3
3
2
2
2
3
2
3
3
2
1

Collective Bargaining (411-N)
Conflict of Laws (419-N)
Debtor-Creditor Relations (427-N)
Domestic Relations (429-NJ
Environmental Law (431-N)
Int'l. Business Trans. (447-N)
Jurisprudence (451-N)
Law & Soc. Reform (459-N)
Legal Accounting (463-N)
Legislation (467-N)
Moot Court (473-N)
Trial Advocacy (308-N)
Modern Land Trans. (471-N)

2
2

ROOM

INSTRUCTOR

320
103
404
404
404
320
406
320
316
322
101
322
TBA
420
322

Sandler
Scott
Wolf
McMillan
Isaacson
Glasco
..
Davison
Goodenough
Cunningham
Lieberman
Cooper
Buddeke
Buddeke
Katz
Scott

TIME

DAYS

2

1
2

INSTRUCTOR

ROOM

Steele
Rees
Topper
Cunningham
Mohammad
Ensor
Sandler
8 urtjs '
Smith
Davidson
Woloszyn
Bernhardt
McMillan
Isaacson
TBA
Cunningham
Lieberman
Cooper
Buddeke
Buddeke
H. Sachs

318
AVL
406
406
318
318
316

:-l22

406
320
316
322
322
320
TBA
406
404
322
320
TBA
318

6:10-8:00
6:50,8:05
8:15-9:30
5:25-6:40
6:10-8:00
8:10-10:(\0
6:10-8:00
8:15-9:30
6:10-8:00
8:15-9:30
5:25-6:40
6:10-8:00
TBA
8:10-10:00
6:10-8:00

TH
MW
MW
MW
T
TH
T
MW
TH
MW
MW
T
TBA
T
TH
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES
1915 Spring Semester
EVENING DIVISION

SEM.HRS.

SUBJECT & COURSE NO.
FIRST YEAR REQUIRED

TIME

nAYS

Section 1
8:00-9:15
9:55-10:45
9:55-10:45
8:00-9:15
11:00-12:15
9:30-10:45
3:00-4:40

WF
WF
WF
TTH
WF
TTH
TH

TTH
TTH
TTH
TTH
TTH
TTH
TBA
MW
TTH
TTH
MW
TBA
TH

9:30-10:45
9:30-10:45
11:00-12:15
1:15-2:30
11:00-12: 15
1:15-2:05
TBA
11:25-12:15
11:00-12:15
8:00-9:15
9:55-10:45
TBA
2:00-4:00

2

2
Section 2

1975 Spring Semester
EVENING DIVISION
SEM.HRS.
ELECTIVES
2

3

3
3

Contracts II (102-N2l
Torts II (1l0-N2l
Criminal Law II (1l2-N2)
Legal Method (1l3-N2l

2
2

SECOND YEAR REQUIRED
Section I
Comm ercial Tran. II (204-Nl)
Property II (l08-Nll
Agency (201-Nll
Civil Procedure II (4 10-N1l
Maryland Procedure II (306-Nll
Professional Resp. (301-Nl
INSTRUCTOR

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

Appellate Advocacy (207-NJ
Business Planning (488-N)

2
2

8:00-9:15

MW

SUBJECT & COURSE NO.

3
3

Contracts II (102-Nl)
Torts II (110-Nl)
Criminal Law II (112-Nl)
Legal Res. & Wri. (105-NIAJ
Legal Res. & Wri. (105-NlB)
Personal Property (106-N)

Topper
Bernhardt
Shannonhou sc;
Lambert
Perrott
n.a falko
Mohammad
. Ensor
Crager
Weston

3
3
2

2
2
?

ROOM
316
318
316
318
320
406
316
316
406
316
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erronelous Ilungs were approved because data processing was delayed while Deans Curtis
and Buddeke reviewed and corrected errors. That delayed proces'sing to the inconvenience

Spring Term Recess.

<
~

of the Administration and of a majority of the students. The present schedule will not
permit that delay. Therefore. in this registration. erroneous filings rejected by the computer system will not be corrected by decanal or other review but will be. returned
automatically to the student who will have no recourse or priority except at the first come
first served January 4 registration. The following are examples of errors that will result in
rejection of a registration request:
Illegible submission . .
Unapproved splitting of sections.
Day student attempting Evening registration.
Too many credits requested.
-Too many courses requested.
No indication as to Day or Evening student.
Section not designated.
Course number or name error. (Note: the computer reads numbers. not course titles.)
Day school - too few courses.
Attempt to register in a different section of a year long course than that in which

~

<
~

March 28
Friday
No classes on Good Friday.
April 1
Tuesday
Bar Applications: Last day for seniors to register for Winter 1976 Maryland Bar
examination without late fee.

Summer 1975 Term Advanced Registration: Last day for receipt of advanced registration
for Summer 1975 term.

registered in the Fall. 1974 term.
Pre· Examination Study Period.
5. Decanal Approval: In well justified situations a waiver of the applications of rules that
April 28

Dean Buddeke. Such actions must be evidenced by signed decanal approvals on the

Monday

registration request forms. It is the student's responsibility to see to it that such approvals
are secured before November 27th. To facilitate the handling and processing of such
requests the Deans will be available in room 322 on the following schedule:

Fall 1975 Term Advanced Registration: Last day for receipt of
advanced registration forms

Evening Students: November 20.21 & 22 - 5:10-6:10 p.m.
Students are asked to accomodate the system by submitting their special requests for
decanal approval at the above scheduled times.

~

April 28 - May 10
Monday - Saturday

(a) Tuition: At this time no decision has been made revising tuition payments; however.

TBA

it is clear that there will be no increase in tuition or fees. Information will be forwarded as

~

~

for Fall 1975 term.

Spdng Term Examinations.

~

d

Day Students: November 18. 19 & 20 -12:15-1:15 p.m.

6. Miscellaneous Information:

~

r/)
~

April 5
Saturday

would result in the rejection of a registration request can be obtained from Dean Curtis or

~

soon as tuition costs have bee~ determined and will be posted on bulletin boards.

Senior Banquet.

(b) Payment Procedures will. until further notice. follow those set forth in the Fall 1974
- Spring 1975 Law School Schedule. Registrations are not valid unless they are in the
Business Office by the appropriate date due accompanied by tuition payment or tuition
arrangements.
(c) Personal Property: The Spring term 1975 is the last one in which a separate course
in Personal Property will be offered. Hereafter. the -P ersonal Property course content w:'ll
De incorporated into the general property course in the Evening Division. as it has been in

June 11
Wednesday
Commencement Exercises: 8:00 p.m.

April 23

the Day Division. Evening students who have had Property I and II and have not had
Personal Property must take Personal Property in the Spring term.

Wednesday

(e) Moot Court, wh!ch was cancelled for lack of interest in the Fall 1974 term. is being
offered again in the Spring. It will be used, among other things. as a screening instructional

Last Day of Spring Term Classes.

and selection exercise for students who wish to compete for places on the Fall 1975
University of Baltimore Moot Court Team that will be entered -in Regional and National
Competitions.

d
Z

~

~
~

r/)

April 24-27
Thursday - Saturday

(f) Professional Responsibility (304-0) has been eliminated from the Day Division
schedule. June 1975 graduates only can register for the Evening course and it will be

classified as a Day Division course for them. If a sufficient number of Day Division June

....

1975 graduates register for the course. consideration will be given to reinstating it at 1:15 .
P.M. on Tuesdays and Thursdays .
~

,

'"

(g) International Business Transactions (447-D) has been eliminated as a Day Division
1. Registration: With this notice is a Spring 1975 Law School registration request card. It

Course. Day students can register for the course in the Evening Division and it will be
considered a Day Division course.

should be filled out in conformance with these instructions and filed either under (a) or (b)
below.

(h) Modern Land Transactions (471-D) has been eliminated as a Day Division courst:.
Day students can register for the course in the Evening Division and it will be considered a
Day Division course.

(a) In advance by' mail. addressed to "LAW REGISTRATION. UNIVERSITY OF
BALTIMORE. 1420 North Charles Street. Baltimore. Maryland. 21201." or by drop in the
slot in room 308. Charles Hall before 5:00 p.m. on November 27. 1974. It will not be sufficient to have the sumbission post marked "November 27." The computer will be closed for

NOTICE: Student permission is necessary before: (1) a student's marks can be posted at
the e~d of each law school term or (2) his name can be included in a law school directory. If

purposes of this provision at 5:00 p.m. on November 27. See "Priority" infra. Students
electing this procedure for registration are encouraged to file well ahead of the November

you wish to grant such permission or permissions. so indicate on the form below and send it
to the Office of the Dean of the Law School.

27 deadline t? speed up processing. Do not send checks for tuition or fees when registration
request cards are mailed or dropped. About December 9. 1974. tentative schedules will be

~

~

o

~
t

~

~

~

<
~

sent to students filing within this deadline. Payment on the schedules must be made by

CALENDAR

December 20 or courses approved in tentative schedules will be released to other students.

1975

November 27
(b) In person at the scheduled Saturday. January 4. 1975 registration. At that time

Wednesday

spaces in open courses will be ' ~igned on a first come first served basis. Note: No advance
,registration requests will be ,c cepted between 5:00 p.m. on November 27, 1974, and

Spring 1975 Term Advanced Registration: Last day for receipt of advanced registration

January 4. 1975; nor will suel. requests be "held" until January 4_ Those failing to file

forms from students enrolled in the Fall term. Priorities will be processed. in the order of

November 27 must appear in person January 4 and take their turn in line for the courses

seniority. as of the close of business this day. No priority will b,e given to those who do not

they request. No priority will be given to students who do not file by November 27.

register on or before this date.

The computer system used does not permit the filing of more than one

registrat~on

form by

January 4

only the first card filed will be processed. Once submitted. the only way that a program
change can be made is by "Drop/Add" filed as indicated below. Do not fold or crease the

Saturday

card; in case of damage to the card an additional blank one can be obtained from the Office

In-Person Registration: All students not registered in advance for the Spring 1975 term

of Records.

should register at Charles Hall 8:00 A.M. to 12 noon. Add slips will be

a~cepted

on this day

only from students who registered by November 27 but who. because of priorities. will
2. .l)rop/ Add Procedures: Courses canbe dropped at any time after November 27. 1974.
Drop transactions must be made before January 6 for full tuition credit. Courses can be
added (a) on January 4.1975. by students who registered by November 27. but were closed
out of requested courses; and (b) durin~ the Drop/Add period January 6-10. 1975. Except
for the situation in (a) above no Add slips will be accepted or approved between November
27.1974 and January 6.1975. Under the system used. conditional Drop/Add slips cannot be
processed; Drop requests must be processed first before an "Add" can be processed. In this
Drop! Add process a student may lose a course he has and not get the new course he has

file the Drop.
3. Priorities: When a computer report has been obtained on

filin~s

under the November

27 deadline. decisions will be made as to the addition of extra sections of courses. transfers
of students to other sections than those requested. and the rejection of course requests by
students with low priority . When section changes or rejections are made. priorities for the
requested courses and sections will be decided on a seniority basis. As indicated above no
student will be given priority after November 27. 1974. except for the priority of "first
come first served." to be used in the January 4.1975 "in person" registration.
4. Error in Registration Requests: In the past. many advance registration requests have
contained errors that could not be accepted by the computer Qecause the requests were
inconsistent with registration instructions. In just about all cases the inconsistencies were
due to students not reading. or misreadin~. instructions or klJO~ingl:y "t!!~ing :j ch:j!l~!l"

have been closed out of requested classes.

~.

o
o

~

u
CIJ

Q

~

~

1975

anyone student. Nor can an amended or substitute ,registration form be used. In such cases

is approved. it is suggested that the student add only. and if he gets the Add. subsequently

o

~

1974

requested. Therefore. in the case of a student who would not drop a course unless his Add

~

~

Tuition payment forms. which are part of the tentative schedules. should accompany all
payments whether made in person or by mail.

~

.U

CIJ

January 6
Monday

Q
Z

First Classes Spring Term 1975. I)ay and Evening.
January 6-10
Monday - Friday
Late Registration and Program Changes.

<

March 7
Friday
SBA-ESRA Annual Awards Banquet and I)ance. Tentative.

Z

March 7

o

Friday
Course I)rops: Last day for dropping courses without F grade.

~~

March 11-14
,--

=----:-u_;:---

I I

c ........~ ~~~....;..!~

\
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318
322
318
404
316
318

Steele
Davison
Weston
Siff
Thieblot
Goodenough

nAYS
TTH
TTH
MW
MW
MW
MW

TIME

DAYS

TTH
MW
TTH
MW
MW

5:25-6:40
6:50-8:05
6:10-8:00
8:10-10:00
8:10-10:00
8:10-10:00

MW
MW
T
T
T
T

TIME

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

11:00-12:15
8:00-9115
9:30-10:45
11:00-12:15
1:15-2:05
1:15-2:05

1975 Spriq SeIIIester
EVENING DIVISION
SUBJECT & COURSE NO_

SEM_HRS

3
3
2
2

Commercial Trans_ II (204-N2)
Property II (108-N21
Agency (201-N2)
Civil Procedure II (410-N2)
Maryland Procedure II (306-N21
THIRD YEAR REQUIRED

11:00-12:15
9:30-10:45
8:00-9:15
11:00-12:15
1:15-2:05

3
3

Constitutional Law II (302-Nl)
Corporations (202·N1)
Constitutional Law II (302·N2)
Corporations (202·N2)

3
3

ELECTIVE
As Appropriate
FOURTH YEAR REQUIRED

WF
WF
WF
WF
TTH
TTH

6:50·8:05
8:15·9:30
6:10·8:00
8:10·10:00

MW
MW
TH
TH

Editorial/continued
from page 4

5:25-6:40
6:50·8:05
6:10·8:00
8:10-10:00
8:10-10:00
8:10-10:00

MW
TH
T
T
T
TH

was stated by some individuals
that by joining. the ordinary gain
would be something to place on
the resume and receive a
magazine periodically. It seems
to me that most of the students
would be better orf if the

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES
1975 Spring Semester
DA Y DIVISION
FIRST YEAR REQUIRED
SEM.HRS.

SUBJECT & COURSE NO.

8:00·9:15
9:55·10:45
9:55·10:45
11:00·12:15
11:00·12: 15
9:30·10:45

Section 1

3
3
3
3

Contracts II (102·01)
Property II (108·01)
Torts II (11;·01
Criminal Law II (423·01)
Legal Res. & Wri. (105-01A)
Legal Res. & Wri. (l05·0lB)

2
2

university would cut some of the
funds that are used to support
the LSD and apply them for
benefits of the local student body

Estate & Gift Tax. (432·N )

3
ELECTIVES

Admiralty (403·N)
Antitrust Law (417·N)
INSTRUCTOR
A.R. Sachs'
Gerber
Siff
Rafalko
Isaacson
Rees
Shapiro
Rees
Shapiro
Curtis
Smith
Davidson

.

\

3
3
3
3
2

T

TH
MW
MW

6:50·8:05
8:15·9:30
6:50·8:05

and their surroundings.
MW
MW .
MW

5:25·6:40
5:25·6:40

MW
MW

BEIGHT BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
Classroom Located
9423 Georgia Avenue - Silver Spring, Maryland

Section 1
Corporations (202·01)
Civil Procedure II (410-01)
Maryland Procedure II (306·01)
Trusts & Estates (309·01)
Commercial Trans. II (204-01)
Constitutional Law II (302-01)

3
2

2
3
3
3

MARYLAND BAR EXAM
Long Course C-ommences November 19, 1974
Short Course Commences January 6, 1975

INSTRUCTOR

ROOM

Cooper
Davison
Ensor
Shannonhouse
McMillan
Lambert

321
316
404
322
318
320

Mohammad
Shannon house
Bernhardt
Smith
Davidson
Lambert
Siff
Isaacson
Lieberman
Steele
Crager

406
316
318
404
316
316
318
322
316
318
404

322

TIME
6:50 ·8:05
8:15·9:30
6:10·8:00
6:10 · 8:00
6:10·8:00
.5:25·6:40
6:50·8:05

MW
MTH
TH

One Block Inside Capital Beltway

SECOND YEAR REQUIRED

404
406
318
320
404
320
406
320
318
101
406

nAYS

Section 2
Contracts II (102-02)
Property II (l08-D2)
Torts II (110-02)
Criminal Law II (423·02)
Legal Methods (113-02)

3
3
ROOM

Registrations are now being taken

FOR FEBRUARY, 1975 BAR EXAM

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
CONTAO:
THOMAS L. BEIGHT
570.:0 North Frederick Avenue, Gaitta'sburg, Maryland 20700

Phone 948-6555 or 460-8350

..
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Equal Employment Conference Explores Law
and Practice
"the

government's

failure

to

obey its own rules which has

brought us to the present state of

Bar
Federal
The
Association's Baltimore Chapter

Griggs rule thus:

ployment practice .. i.e., not a test

the

drew

or

excludes

Robertson denied that he con-

hundr ed

blacks cannot be shown to be

doned abuses, suggesting that

downtown

employment related, even if it is

the bar should encourage an

Holiday Inn for its Equal Em·

neutral

is

emphasis on "objective behavior

ployment

Law

prohibited. Th e court, Robertson

standards," rather than emotive

Forum on October 10. Although

said, will look first to numbers in

or reactive moral judgments.

the

lecture

eva lu ating impact of a particular

RECENT CHANGES

format--comprised . five separate

practice. One a prima facie case

panels spanning over six hours,

is made out by, plaintiff, the

an

audience

proximately

three

persons

the

to

of

ap·

Opportunity

forum .. largely

in

if an em-

application .. which

on

its

face,

it

affairs," an apparent allusion to
Watergate

syndrome.

t.he speakers drew an attentive

burden of justification shifts to

UNCLEAR
most
chall enging
The
presentation of the forum was

and lively response from the ir
listeners. The conference was

the emp loyer .. the job itself must
be cons id ered, rather than the

representatives of t he EEOC's

apparently the first attempt by a·

emp loyee in the abstract.

Baltimore office

the

rigro'us

effort

by

to illuminate

",

!,

I

I.
Peter Robinson. center. from Executive Director's Office of EEOC,

bar group to grapple with the

- Private firms, municipalities,

EEOC law and regulations on

discusses impact of Maryland Court of Appeals case with director, left,

complex body of federal, state,

and government contractors file

procedure. Valerie Olson, district

and general counsel, right. of Maryland Human Relations Commission,

and cit y law dealing with
discrimination in employment

EEO·1 .. an employment practice

counsel, discussed the filing of

The Court had ruled two days earlier that HRC could not award back

reporting form .. with the EEOC,

charges, deferral to city and ,

w hi ch has

state agencies, tim e limits.

practices.
Peter Robertson, Director for

approved

Intergovernmental Relations for

Although it is unlawful for the

broad,

judicially

subpoena

power.

discoverable

information,

and

re lated aspects of administrative

Employment Op·

EEOC to disclose information

procedure. She

portunity Commission, opened

contained In the reports, the

a lthough there is a confusing

t.he

Freedom

three-way · overlap of govern -

I

he Equal

morning

:liscussion

panel

with

his

evolving

of

Information

Act

federal

me ntal jurisdiction, a plaintiff

contractors are involved, and a

w hose case is settled through the

Hobcrtson noted that prior to the

pote ntial plaint iff has access if

state human relations agency is

EEO Act in 1964, about 25 state

contemp lating private litigation.
EEOC remedies follow two
basic routes, Robertson said. The

not barred from Title VII relief.

of

the

that,

discriminalion .

concept

of

noted

discrimination agencies existed
but I hat on ly two or three were

allows

access

where

One major problem is the lack of
judicial clarification--so for o-of

active enough to have developed

first

a body of case law. Efforts of the

emp loyer to amend his practices

It appears

states at that time consisted

to includ e the excluded group,

EEOC

largely of programs seeking to

whil e the second is a straight

complaint when a plaintiff files

reach

"I

he hearts and minds" of

citizens.

While,

federal

approach

he

said,

began

requires

an

offending

the 1972 amendments to the Act.
grounds

for

numerical adjustment which

for an administrative remedy,

results in hirin g a set number of

the plaintiff retains his private
cau~e

with

t.he injured group. The usual
approach, however, is a com-

The

a ll eged

bination .. for example, getting rid

director,

l,ventually reached a broader

of

view

requirement

the

no

the

lookin g to the state of mind of t he
offender,

that. even if the

finds

co urts

of action de novo.
Baltimore

district

Walter Dickerson,

heard the discouraged complaint

Kenneth Johnson advises plaintiff's workshop tbat counsel often must

no

from a member of the audience

educate the court on the unfamiliar aspects of an equal employment

theory which looked to the effect

rational relevance to the job, plus

that his case, in the district office

of t.he pract.ice in question.

requiring, say, a third of the

·over a year, had evoked no

"LOVE THY NEIGHBOR"

employees to be Chi canos. The

response

NOT ENOUGH

"quota"
approach,
latter
Robertson conceded, may be

number of phorie calls

swered. Dickerson replied that

in

offensive, all other things being

an

The

equal, but, he said, "all things

necessitated a priority system

found

aren't equal," citing the Swann

for handling complaints. Highest
priority is accorded alleged

"love· thy-neighbor" test .. a good

desegregation case.
drew
Robertson

faith effort had been made as

decidedly hostil e reactions to his

defendant

co nt ention

based

on

an

"impact"

The present state of the law,
Robertson

said,

is

Griggs

Duke

Power.

v

district court in

found

~riggs

that defendant had

met

t he

a

minimum

height

w hi ch

has

some

to

date,

enormous

employer

despite

backlog

reprisals

for

a

unanha d

com-

although

plaints to EEOC; the district
office next considers the general

problem, including financial

everzealous EEOC investigators

impact of the complaint, looking

suppo rt

actio n

occasionally breach procedural

court of

standards, emp lo yers under

to "I he greatest benefit to the
greatest number." Finally, he

appeals did find some unequal

investigation should cooperate

said, the age of the complaint is

practices but no uneq ual
treatment. The Supreme Court,

nevertheless as an exercise of

considered on the FIFO basis.

perceived

to

groups.

minority

The circuit

the

good

t h at,

citizenship.

Several

at-

per the Chief Justice, however,

torneys for companies angrily

found

argued ;i,al it was their duty to

a

subtle

system

discrimination which

of

had a

disparate impact on blacks.
Robertson summarized

the

resist

investigations

COMPLAINTS BACKLOGGED
The EEOC backlog is felt all

which

the way to the appellate division,

breached procedural safeguards..

noted Joseph Eddins In his
luncheon talk. Thus, the failure
,·unlinuE'd on pg. 4

one remarked bitterly that it was

Legal Aid's Alan Davis reminds Forum that a 42 U,S,C. 1981 claim is
appmpriate wherever plaintiff is black . that approach also sidesteps
the six-month waiting period under an EEOC action.
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announcIng: .

(RED~T

*beginning january 1st the bookstore will.offer
a 60 day payment plan for any and all US law students interested.
applications are available in bookstore.

USED OOOKS
*beginning november 1st the bookstore will buy back used case books
adopted for spring semester courses.
watch bulletin board outside store for books and editions eligible.
I

PLUS
* gilberts

* cochrans law lexicon

* hornbooks

* ballentines law d·ictionary

*smith/s legal gems

* blacks law dictionary

* nutshells
*kimbroug,h: summary of amer. law

university bookstore
monday-thursday 8:30-7:00, friday 8:30-4:30

>N': t·;;':Schooi)~·acuitY-Meeting Held
~,~

approved
I'

unanimously.

TO: Dean Joseph Curtis

Davison

FROM: Steven G. Davison,

Faculty Secretary.

Faculty Secretary

then

elected

5. Dean Curtis set meeting

DATE: October 10, 1974
SUBJECT:

was

Mr.

Minutes

dates for ' the Faculty Advisory

of

Law

School Faculty Meeting Held on
October 4, 1974

Committee and the Faculty
Selection, Promotion and Tenure
. Committee. He stated that he

The meeting began at 2:00

would ask each committee to

P.M. in the Board Room. Present

meet shortly, with the first order

were Dean Curtis and Associate

of bu~iness the selection of a

Dean Buddeke; also Professors
Bernhardt, Cooper,
Davidson,

chairman.

Crager,

6. Professor Shannonhouse,

Ensor,

at the request of Dean Curtis,

Davison,

Lambert, Lieberman, McMillan,

presented a report of the Ad-

Shannonhouse,

mission and Academic Standards

Siff, Smith, Steele, and Weston.

Committee. The faculty will be

Rafalko,

Rees,

1. Dean Curtis asked if there

asked to consider the report and

were any errors in the minutes of

vote on it at the next faculty,

the meeting of April 25, 1974.

meeting.

Because the minutes of that
meeting had not been previously .

Dean

7.

Curtis

asked

Professor McMillan to finalize his

circulated, Dean Curtis reserved

report of the Library Committee

the right of faculty members to

and to distribute it to the faculty.

amend the minutes of the

B. No old business was raised.

meeting of April 25, 1974.

9. Dean Curtis discussed class

2. Dean Curtis introduced the

attendance policy. He stated that

new members of the faculty:

in order to comply with ABA

Professors

Rafalko,

Lambert,

Weston, and Davison.
3. The election of new faculty
committees was conducted. The
nominees of the Faculty Advisory

Committee

Faculty

Advisory

Professors

for

Guidelines, class attendance is
required. Although specific
attendance requirements are the
province of each instructor, as a
"rule of thumb" only three

new

unexcused absences should be

Committee,

permitted by each student in

Shannonhouse,

each course. A student with

Steele, and Cunningham, were

three unexcused absences may

elected unanimously by ac-

be required to withdraw from

clamation,

the course if so agreed by the

there

being

no

nominations from the floor.

Dean and the instructor of the

4. Professor Shannonhouse,
acting for the newly elected
Faculty

Advisory

Committee,

moved for approval on a group

course. If a student's attendance
in

several

courses

satisfactory,

he

is

could

unbe

required, by action of the faculty,

basis, of the nominations for

to withdraw from schooL Dean

faculty committees made by the

Curtis also discussed excused

previous

absences for students observing

Faculty

Advisory

Committee. In response to a
question by Mr. Rees,

Jewish holidays.

Dean

10. Dean Curtis requested

Mr.

that members of the faculty

Weston was not nominated for a

notify his office if they cancel or

Curtis

explained

that

faculty committee because there

change classes or hold a class in a

is a question as to whether Mr.

different room.

Weston is a faculty member as
defined by the faculty by-laws.
Professor

ShannonhouEe's

motion to elect members of the
faculty committees on a group
basis was seconded

and

ap-

11. Dean Curtis and Associate
Dean

Buddeke discussed

the

system that will be used for
administering final exams. Dean
Curtis requested members of the
facult y

to

volunteer

for

proved. Dean Curtis asked for

monitoring exams. Each member

nominations from the floor.
There were no nominations from

of the faculty was asked to
volunteer

to

monitor

exams

the floor . A motion to approve as

during two exam periods so that

a group the nominations for

one member of the faculty is

faculty committees made by the

monitoring exams during each

previous

Advisory

exam period. All exams will be

Committee was seconden and

scheduled for three hours (even

Faculty

• . .. . •••

FOI'1IDl,~October, 19114, Pqe 15

for two credit hour courses).

17. Dean Curtis discussed

Professor Rees asked whether

19. Dean Curtis stated that

faculty attendance at the AALS

there was little chance of the

m.e eting in San Francisco from

legislature approving funding of

student~

could

taking open book exams

be

students

segregated
taking

closed

from

December 27-30, 1974. He stated

book

the new law school building thiS

that

Dean

session, but that he was certain

the

that the legislature would ap-

he

or

Associate

exams. Dean Curtis stated that

Buddeke would attend

there was merit in doing so, in

meeting. In addition, there is

propriate funds this sess:nn for

order to

prevent cheating .

$1,000 in the budget for at-

architect's fees. Such a com-

Professor Davidson requested
'that a room be set aside for

tendance by faculty members,

mitment

which could either be divided

commitment by the legislature to

stuaents desiring to type exams.

equally

fund construction of the new

Associate Dean Buddeke stated

members desiring to attend or

building. Dean Curtis noted that

that

don.e .

could be divided between two

state action on the new law

Professor Ensor asked whether

attending faculty . members.

school is dependent upon the

non-smokers could be segregated

Professor Shannon house moved

recommendation

during exams. Dean Curtis said

that faculty members desiring to

Governor's Report on the needs

that this could be done.

attend the meeting submit their

for legal education in Maryland,

names to Dean Curtis and the

although he expects the report to

this

would

be

12. Dean Curtis requested

among

all

faculty

would

indicate

of

a

thE'

members of the faculty to submit

Dean Curtis select the most

be favorable to location of a

drafts of final exams for typing

senior and most junior faculty

by November 22; if a faculty

members,

second state
Baltimore.

member has more than one exam

names,

to be typed, the draft of the first
exam should be submitted by

Professor Rafalko seconded. The

law

November lB.

motion

February Maryland bar exam.

law

school

in

submitting

their

receive

school

20. Dean Curtis discussed the

financing to attend the meeting.

performance of graduates of the

to

was

approved.

Dean

school

who

took

the

13. Dean Curtis stated that

Curtis asked faculty members

21. Dean Curtis stated that

the 1975 summer semester was

interested in attending the

the university had been given a

being planned as two' sessions

AALS meeting to submit their
names to him.

$20,000 grant to provide legal

rather than three sessions as in
previous years.

Three

advice to the elderly at the

credit

lB. Dean Curtis reported on

Waxter Center. This program

hour courses would be offered
during a nine week. period from
May 19 to July 19. Two credit

the current status of the school
with respect to final ABA ap-

will become part of the intern
program.

provaL Dean Curtis discussed

22. Professor Ensor moved to

hour courses would be offered

the action taken by the ABA

continue the present exam

during a six week period from

Accredidation

system.

May 19 to June 2B. Summer

Council on Legal Education at

seconded by Professor Shan-

teaching by faculty

their July 21 meeting in Chicago.

non house and
'unanimously.

members

Committee

and

would be wholly voluntary. Dean

Dean

Curtis stated that the summer

reasons

session would be planned in this

withheld final approval at the

Curtis

discussed

why

the

the

Council

The

motion
was

was

approved

23. The meeting was adjourned at 3:15 P .M.

manner unless the faculty in-

July 21 meeting. Dean Curtis

dicated interest in a different

stated that final ABA approval

Steven Davison

schedule.

was not expected until Sep-

Faculty Secretary

Dean

Curtis

asked

members of the faculty to submit

tember 1975.

a memo to him by October 20
stating wheth er the faculty
member desired to teach in the

Letter to the Editor

summer session, and, if so, listing
five alternative courses that the
faculty member desires to teach.
14. Dean Curtis stated that
the first day of classes in the 1975
fall 'semester would be August
27, 1975.
15 . Dean

~.".".".".".".".".".r
........"."...c;r.".r."."~.".".,,.r.r"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''AI

Editor note : Most of the thanks

Letter to the Editor:
We at FEMLAVS want to

Curtis

as ke d

ar e du e to Dea n McDevitt for his

pr ofo und

provision of the tools and in-

member of th e faculty to su bmit

gratitude to th e male students in

s piration for t he cr eat ion of the

orders for books for spring
semester courses to him by

the law school and Dea n Mc-

Women's iav.

Devitt. It was an extraordi nary

October 1'5.
16. Dean Curtis stated that

one of th e men's lavatories for

Ms. Carla Whitzel will be hir ed

t he use of t he wome n on t he thir d

soon as the new law school
librarian. Dean Curtis discussed

Ooor. We realize the nature of
t he sacr ifice, and' it was of a most

All letters to the Editor will
be . accepted by the FORUM

Ms. Wh it zel's qual ifications and

chiva lrous nature.

having name and address attached.

the current status of the library
staff.

ex t e nd

o ur

most

gesture to volun tar ily relinquish

Thanking you, I remain
S. Timmerman Tepel
Chairper son, FEMLA VS

Notice

,

EEOC
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continued from pg. 1 3

first

defendants must be named

is serious. and may expedite

prerequisite to the . EEOC's

because the Act. taken literally.

bringing suit--3000 cases. he said.

allows only those named to be

settlement.
Interrogatories

sued.

respondent. Davis said. often

of

conciliation

is

a

are litigated annually. Regar-

..

from

seem harrassing' and dilatory.

dless of the size of the litigation

She warned. "when you file

staff. Eddins opined. EEOC could

with EEOC. you must assume

However.

never handle all its cases. Thus.

nothing will be done." Since suit

required to draft objections. the

selective

the

can't be filed for six months in

risk of "being stuck" for at-

Commission necessitates a major

any case. the time can be spent

torney's fees. and the problems

role for the private bar in non-

gathering

selected cases. 70.000 cases are

files

of a court fight. he suggested
that often the most practical

presently pending.

available investigatory data.

response is to answer them.

A private plaintiff must sue

What is crucial. she said. is to

Joseph Pokempner. forum

within 180 days. Eddins noted.

seek a "right to sue" letter from

chairman. indicated that two

suspension

but the 4th Circuit has held that

.EEOC within 90 days--during

useful booklets are available

attorney

the 180-day bar is not binding on

that period. counsel must have

free from EEOC. For "Per-

attempt to bribe the county

in this state is designed for the

cases filed by EEOC.

all pleadings drafted and the case

sonnel Testing and EEO" and
.. Affirmative Action and

prosecutor in a criminal case

protection of the public. (Md. St.

fully prepared. One way to avoid

against his clients and against

Bar Assn. v Agnew 271 Md 543;

the

she

Equal Employment: A Guide

himself. He was acquitted by the

1974). The Court here agreed

price of the litigation process-

suggested. is to file under the

Circuit Court of Kent County and

with the Supreme Court of New

thus, Eddins says. EEOC prefers

Civil Rights Act (42 U.S.C. 1981.

. for Lawyers." write: EEOC,
Washington.

thereafter set up the defense of

Jersey in In Re Pennica; 36 NJ

to go beyond the specific practice

1983 or 1985). which allows direct

double jeopardy. The hearing

401. 177A2d. 721 (1962). when it

complained of: it is more efficient

access to the district court.

court, after determining that

reasoned

"such

cannot

handling

by

Not surprisingly. individual
the

plaintiffs complain about

and effective to cootest the
entire approach of an employer.

information.

should

EEOC

be . -checked

six-month

wait.

for

weighing the

time

CLASS ACTION MOST EFFECTIVE

Casenote: Md. State Bar Assn. v

bar to a disciplinary hearing

Robert H. Frank

which follows the disposition of a

(10/7/74)
Basically the facts of the case
are

that

the

Association

jeopardy or res judacata are no

criminal indictment though
based on the same conduct. (In re
Echeles 430 F2d 347; 1970). In

State

Bar

petitioned

for

addition the Court found that it is

of

the broad policy of the law

his

regulating conduct of attorneys

or
Frank.

actions

disbarment
alleging

constitute

a

that res judacata

apply

violation of Canon 1, DR 1-102

proceedings

to
which

disciplinary
follow

However. recent decisions in-

Alan Davis. of Legal Aid.

Misconduct. (A) a lawyer shall

acquittal

dicate that EEOC is limited to

recommended the use of class

not...engage in -illegal conduct

based substantially on the Same

the specific point alleged by the

action suits • .where possible. for
four reasons First. counsel

involving moral turpitude ur (4)

conduct because: "not only are

engage

the. parties different. but the
purposes of the two proceedings

complainant.
NUTS AND BOLTS

in

conduct

involving

of criminal

an

charges

should consider his duty to other

dishonesty. fraud. deceit. or (5)

OF BOSS-SUING

offended members of the class.

are different. In the disciplinary

An afternoon workshop
addressed the practical problems

The burden of proof may be less.

engage in conduct that is
prejudicial to the administration
of justice or (6) engage in any
other conduct that adversely
reflects on his fitness to practice
law.....
recommended
the

the 4uantum of proof required to

of suing employers as well as

he said. because often what
raises a mere inference in an

judicial resistance to broad

individual action may be con-

remedial

Hoffman. of Edelman. Levy and

approaches.

Ann

clusive evidence in a class action.
. Third. court-awarded attorney's

Rubenstein. suggested that the

fees may be larger. Finally. class

much-criticized Eisen case may

actions

have been widely misconstrued--

settlement because respondent's

its only effect on class actions.

provide

leverage

for

exposure is so great.

disbarment of the respondent
from r'urther practice of law in
Walter Dickerson. director
of the Baltimore EEOC .office.
warns that failure to adhere

charge.

to unfamiliar procedural rules

respondent is that since he was
not found guilty under a criminal

based on the Echeles case. supra.

means loss of EEOC

relief.

indictment in the Circuit Court of

pr.evented by technicalities or
other matters not determinitive
of the merits of the case. Accordingly. it is the general rule
that the acquittal of an attorney

The ideal class is defined.

Federal Rule 23 (b). She felt it

Davis submitted. as broadly as

was important to clarify fee

possible. The broad approach

arrangements at the outset

allows the greatest a vailibility of

FEDERAL BAR

Kent County of the same charges
which are being made in this

because. in case the suit is lost.

evidence and brings in the most

disciplinary proceeding. this
action cannot be maintained

about

potential back pay. All that Rule

ASSOCIATION
Allan Schwait. President

bearing the costs of discovery.

23 (at requires . is a practical

of the Baltimore Chapter of

are

questions

etc. Also. unlike a personal in-

matter. he said. is "t.ypicality"--

the Federal Bar Association.

because to do so would place him
in jeopardy for the second time.

jury action. the plaintiff must
feel some "stake in the action"--

met automatically. for example.

notes that the amended by-

The respondent Frank, argued

where racial .discrimination is
alleged--and "commonality."

laws allow attorneys having

that

"a substaintial

proceedings are not a criminal
prosecution. it nevertheless is
"criminal .or '4uasi-criminal in

much work lies ahead after filing.

warrant discipline or disbarment
is different from that demanded
for conviction of a criminal

this state.
One of the assertions of the

she opined. was on those under

there

matter. the primary purpose is
not to punish the offender: it is to
protect the public." Moreover.

interest

in

although

disciplinary

The Court
that

a

further

conviction

found.

may

be

in a prosecution for criminal acts
constitute no bar to suspension
or disbarment proceedings based
on the same acts and attendant
circumstances or conduct involved therein.
Although this question has

including the difficulties ·of
staying on the job with the very

Davis argued that discovery

federal concerns" to join. The

is the most important aspect of

persons named in the suit.

an EEO case. pointing out that
its scope includes employer's

EEO forum is indicative of the
Chapter's new emphasis on
continuing legal

education;

should apply as to the guarantee

not been directly decided in
Maryland. the dictum in Scott v

patterns and practices before the
Act took effect (in 1964). A

next month. the group will
sponsor State Senator James

against being placed twice in
jeopardy for the same offense.

State 238 Md 208. (1965) indicates agreement with the

comprehensive overall statistical
"picture" of respondent's hiring

speaking on the appointment

The Court pointed out that the

that. tw~ . days earlier. the
Maryland Court of Appeals had
cut off the effectiveness of a

and promoting processes is

December. 'a one-day tax
forum will be held. In January

remedy through the state
Human Relations Commission.

dividual actions. Early filing of

and February. luncheons are
scheduled on the respective

with unprofessional conduct,
comprising the same acts alleged

conclusion of Echeles. as there in
Scott it was observed by the
Court: "It has been generally
held that the acquittal' of a
member of the bar on a charge of

interrogatories--if broadly and
carefully drafted--puts the

in the criminal proceeding. The
vast maj~rity of the courts in this

a crime is not res judacata in a
subsequent disciplinary

Court decisions and maritime

country support the conclusion
that the principle of double

charge."

The

jurisdictional .

requirements are crucial. Ms.
Joffman emphasises. Almost
without exception. a plaintiff
must file with EEOC--she noted

The format of the complaint can
be simple but all possible

discoverable. too. he noted. and
both rules ? y even in in-

employer on notice that plaintiff

of

state's

attorneys;

in

themes of recent Supreme
law.

nature." and the identical rules

. petition does not charge him with
the commission of a crime but

proceeding based on the same
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Clarification Needed to Tighten HEW Regs.
by Lindsay Emily Schlottman

education program or activity by

'comparable efforts" being made

educational institutions must

primarily one

other

to recruit members of each sex to

provide either equal periodic

words, HEW is basing the kind of

the covered educational institutions.
However,
the
proposed regulation never

tributions to pension plans for
men and women employees.

ba~med,

defines "comparable efforts" and

Instead , both contributions and

materials for sex bias with an eye

never gives precise guidelines

benefits should be equal by use of

towards
materials

sex.

In

The Education Amendments

action required of an institution

of 1972 included Title IX, a law

to rid of sex discrimination on
"fault."
that
institution's

which provides that "No person
in the United States shall, on the

Regardless of whether this

benefits under or equal con-

the regulations could

provide for review of educational
encouraging

use

of

basis of sex, be excluded from

discrimination exists because of

giving examples of. ''.comparable

unisex actuarial tables

participation

be denied

institutional acts and policies or

efforts."

unirace tables are now used) . To

benefits of, or be subjected to

because of social conditioning of

provisions

discrimination

any

the sexes, HEW should require

define
"comparable efforts" (in terms of

education program or activity

remedial and affirmative action

who

of

of smaller pension checks based

unrebutted stereotypes of

receiving

as a condition for federal aid. The

recruitment materials are ac-

on group mortality statistics is

assistance," with exceptions (20

purpose of Title IX is to remedy

ceptable

U.S.C. sections 1681 et seq.).

the situation, regardless of the

what

treating a woman according to a
sex stereotype.

sex should be discouraged.
Supplemental ed uca tional

in,

under

Federal

financial

Guidance from the Office of Civil

source of the discrimination.

recruitment

should
what

recruits,
and

not

financial

kind

acceptable,

ind ucements

should be encouraged, and so

Rights of the Department of

forth}. Educational institutions
Admissions

Health, Education and Welfare

should be required to assess

as to the implementation of Title
that

providing

no

person

generally
shall

women and men in each area of
study. Materials which present

Although

the

that pregnancy should be treated

bias. Considering the importance

any

other

of education in the perpetuation
of sex role stereotypes, HEW

action; further, they should be

provisions certain requirements

should

are established for

maternity

provisions to properly eliminate
sex bias in teaching materials.

basis of sex in admissions

ment plan and submit the plan as

leave that are not imposed for

well as periodic reports to the

male

Jun~

nearly

two

20, 1974,

years

after

the

vocational

education,

professional education, graduate

book bias. School personnel can

disability, under subsequent

light of affirmative and remedial

like

Senator Walter Mondale to force
the release of Title IX
regulations.

materials can counteract textbe trained regarding sell. role

required to draw up a recruit-

of

~ither

HEW
regulations state in one provision

the

institutions

a

the disadvantageous treatment

discriminated
to

on

present

subject an individual woman to

proved an ammendment by

procedures

against

be

which

balanced view of contributions of

temporary

present recruitment programs in
While

IX was not forthcoming until
shortly after the Senate ap-

The

(as

First Amendment rights. While
particular
textbooks
and
curricular material should not be

Department

of

Health,

disabilities,

such

carefully

draw

up

as

prostate surgery. A woman has

Conclusion

to ' notify her employer of her

Education and Welfare.

public

expected date of delivery 120

This analysis of the proposed

undergraduate

days prior thereto, receive a

Title IX regulations is far from

higher education (an exception to

written

complete.

and

this last category being unless

physician that she is physically

however points out that in spite

treatment. of students, em-

that institution has traditionally

allowed by the regulations, are

capable of performing her duties

justified by a compelling interest

while

after

of notions that the regulations
will ban sex discrimination by

based on the relative strength
and size of women and the fact

delivery; she can be kept off the
job until the beginning of the

educational institutions which
receive federal financial aid, in

that due to these differences in

first full academic term following

be

stature and strength few women

her physician's certification that

fact many loopholes exist to
impede this process. The Office

comments, pr es umably make

discriminatory in impact. Under

could successfully compete with

she can return to work. These

of Civil Rights of the Department

some changes, and finally will

"specific prohibitions," along

men for positions on competitive

various

of Health, Education and Welfare

submit

with

athletic teams. The provisions

enactment

of

the

Amendments,
regulations
regarding

Education

rules
were

and
issued

admissions

ployment, and enforcement
procedures (Federal Register
Vol. 39, No. 120). HEW invited
comments until October 15, 1974.
HEW

will

now

th e

review

regulations

the

to

higher

education

institutions

of

an-

and continually as policy admitted only students of one sex),
HEW has neglected to assure
that admissions policies neutral
on

their

face

may

prohibitions

still

relating

to

Athletics
Sex

segregated

teams,

President ford for his approval.

marital or parental status, should

should

Once the regulations are ap-

be prohibitions to cover age and

where teams are sex segregated,

specify

however

that

proved, they will be published in

part-time status as criteria for

) they would be treated eq ually.

their final form and will be ef-

admission. Many women fall into

That is, mens and worn ens teams

fective 30 days from the date of

both of these categories and

should be ' afforded equality in

publication. Scrutinizing the

restrictive

policies

aggregate expenditures (w hich is

provisions of the . regulations

discriminate

disproportionately

reveals either a lack of provisions

equipment, facilities, coaching,

to fully implement the mandate

against women. Also, any policy
which would tend to exclude one

of Title IX or not-quite-discreet

who had primary care of a child

While the

approval

could

of

sexually

discriminatory practices. Unless
the

regulations

are

properly

revised, sex discrimination will

operate

would

as

sex

specifically

not

required) ,

opportunities to play, and so on.
provisions

require

annual student interest surveys

discrimination. Certain policies

and

which may result in inadvertent

equalize athletic opportunities

discrimination
be

against

closely

women

affirmative

efforts

to

for both sexes, there are no

continue in federally aided

should

reviewed:

guidelines for establishing these

educational institutions in spite

preference for Rhodes scholars

surveys and affirmative efforts;

of the illusion of full compliance

(allowed

present

further, there is no r eq uirement

wit.h Title IX.

regulations), and for students

by

the

for r 'Jporting to HEW on the

It should first be noted that

who hav e received athletic

institution's progress.

HEW has distinguished between

awards or were presidents of

action. Remedial action is that
required to overcome the effects

that continuous em ployme nt or

of past discrimination by the

ed ucation is a sign of com-

generally follows the policies of

institution. Affirmative action of

mitm ent.

the Equal Employment OpOffice

of Federal

section

discusses

punish

pregnancy and should be excluded.
Compliance
Although compliance reports
are requested, what kinds of
records

are

req uired

to

are to be preserved are not
specified. Such records should
include documents pertaining to
admissions

applications,

sc holarships,

financial a id,
program

recruitment,

development, employment, and
comp laints of non compliance.
There should be

provision~

should

for

input, appeal and access to information on behalf of a 'Complainant.

This

brief

carefully

review

review

suggestions it has received and
s hould

properly

revise

its

regulations in order to fully
com ply with the mandate of Title
TY

Circuit Project

be

maintained and how long they

is a n evaluation

Compliance
This

provisions

Omitted from the regulations

cove rage

portunities Commission and the
Recruitment

of societal conditions which have
resulted in participation in an

Employment
Employment

and

her

continued from page 20
go about to enforce them. This
also goes for many practitioners.
The thrust of this project is to
formulate a handbook on a state
basis giving the attorney the
necessary statutory and case
law,

procedure,

and

other

pertinent information in helping
the disabled solve his problem.
The handbook must be done on
the state by state basis due to
the vast difference in the state
laws. As an offshoot to this
pamphlet, another leaflet will 'be

clubs; use of military service as a
qualification; and the concept

required , to overcome the effects

pregnant

from

Textbooks and Curriculum

remedial action and affirmative

the institution is permitted, not

certificate

Contract

(Department of

Labor). As to fringe benefits,

procedure

regarding sex bias in textbooks
and curricular materials (w hich
was incorporat ed in earlier
drafts). This area can be covered
in such a way as to leave basic
decisioTls up to state and local
government.s and not abridge

prepared for the handicapped
individual telling him how to
ohtain help.
. This project was adopted by
the Third Circuit and joins the
other circuit project of Minority
Recruitment. Tony Katz

was

appointed Chairma n of this
project.

was equitable for the husband to

this 'd'ivorce action a definite

case -did not justify invoking it.

share equally in the proceeds of

reason for denying her alimony.
that

Mr. Colburn, like Mr. Minner,
~was
not actually seeking

;to a husband make his rights

her land.
Some jurisdictions allow a

This

Maryland courts, in applying the

,alimony; he was questioning the

'e qual to the wife's in the securing

husband alimony pendente lite;

doctrine of recrimination, will

fonstitutionality of the alimony

of a divorce.
In North Dakota, a statute

suit money and attorney's fees. A

deny a wife alimony if she is

California statute provides that

guilty of a marital offense of

'statute.
On November 9, 1972, the

passed after the holding in the

during the pendency of any

equal

as she com·

Council of the American Bar

action for divorce or separate

plains of. In this case a prior

Association adopted the Uniform

provides that on granting a

maintenance,

may

decree had determined that the

Marriage and

was held in Somers v Somers

divorce, the court may compel

order the husband or the wife, as

wife was not entitled to alimony

(UMDA). The UMDA had been

(1888) 17 P 841. In Poloke v

either of the parties to perform

the case may be, to pay. In

by reason of her constructive

submitted by the American Bar

Poloke (1913) 130 P 535, the

the duties usually assigned to the

Solomon v Solomon (1953) 257 P2

desertion;

court held that it was the in-

husband alone. In McLean v

760, it was demonstrated that ·

upheld this. In Flood v Flood, 16

tention of the legislature to cover

McLean (1940) 290 NW 913, the

this statute makes the husband's

Md . App, 280, decided October

the

North Dakota court confirmed an

position completely correlativ~

25, 1972, in addition to affirming

to that of the wife. In Gibson v

all the factors established in

committee. Section 308 pertains
to maintenance. Sec. 308, (a)

Alimony Statute Proposed
mitting the allowance of alimony
continued from pg. 1

Courts

have

generally

referred to the common-law duty
of a husband to support his wife,
and

to

the absence

of any

correlative duty on her part. This

entire

disposition

subject

of

of property

the
upon

earlier

award

North

of

Dakota

$100.00

cases,

monthly

the

court

case

demonstrates

mag~itude

the

appeals

court

Association's

Divorce

Family

Act

Law

Section pursuant to the
recommendations of its special

divorce, and . since no mentIOn

permanent

the

Von Olnhausen (1953) 263 P2 954,

previous cases to be considered

states that the court may grant

was made of a husband's right to

husband. In construing a statute

the Washington court construed

in

maintenance to either spouse

alimony,

be

permitting .the Ohio court to

a statute so that the court may,

court held that a decree based on

(emphasis mine ) only if it finds

presumed that it was the in-

allow alimony to either party, the

at

a non -culpatory ground does not

tention of the

court held in Sharkey v Sharkey

torney's fees and costs to either

exonerate the husband from the

that the spouse seeking mainte'nanc e: . (1) lacks sufficient

party. That stated that the in-

obligation to pay alimony,
In Flanagan v Flanagan, 14

reasonable needs,

it

could

not

legislature to

provide for alimony to a husband.
The question of the trial

alimony

to

(1955, Ap.) 137 NE 2 575, that the
wife was better able to earn ;

its

a,ward

discretion,

at-

tention of the statute was to

determining

alimony,

this

property

to

for

and (2)

is

good living than the husband .

insur e

was

Md. App. 648, a case decided on

unable

the plaintiff, to pay her husband

The basis for the allowance of

deprived of his day in court by

February 5, 1973, we see that

through

temporary alimony, suit money,

alimony to a husband under this

reason of

that

Maryland courts are still tightly

and attorney's fees was before

statute

of the

awards should not be granted on

holding on to the concept that

ployment or is the custodian of a
child whose condilion makes it

the court in State ex. reo Hagert

husband for support. This .was

the basis of sex.
In Quinn v Quinn, decided

fault should determine alimony.

appropriate that the custodian

The court held in this case that,

not be required to seek em-

April 26, 1971, 11 Md . App. 638,

although fault was not an issue,

ployment outside the home. (b)
states that the maintenance shall

v Templeton (1909) 128 NW 283.
It was urged that since North '

is

the

need

pointed out in Kontner v Kontn-er (1956) 139 NE 2 366.

no

party

poverty,

and

support

his

court's power to require a wife,

that

to

provide

himself

appropriate

em-

placed

A statute providing for an

the alimony award to the wife

neces sarily,

reciprocal duties of support and

award of a part of the wife's

was reduced on appeal, the court

divorce,

maintenance upon husband and

estate, in the nature of alimony,

holding that alimony is not to be

detennining

wife, they should be construed

was allowed in Massachusetts in
Garnett v Garnett (1874) 114

awarded as a punitive measure.

was to be awarded, and also in

The main object of an alimony
award is to provide an allowance

determining the amount of such
award.
In Minner v Minner, 19 Md .

marital misconduct and, according to his ability to mee t his
needs independ ently, and, additionally, many other standards
similar to those employed by

Additionally, the court held that

App. 154, decided October 23,

Maryland courts in determining

because of the uniqu eness of each

1973, the constitutional issue was

the amount.

factual situation, the chancellor

finally mentioned. Alfred Minner

In the Fall 01 1973, Doris J,

Dakota

statutes

liberally. The court held that
such powers must be expressly
conferred by the legislature.
An exception to this rub
occurs when the husband
merely

seeking

maintenance,

is

separate

not divorce.

Mass. 347. This statute's applicability was again recognized
in Topor v Topor (1934) 192 NE
52.
Statutes imposing upon the

to the wife for her necessities.

it

in

granting

a

was

material

in

be granted without regard to

alimony

whether

In

wife the positive duty of support

is

wide

argued that an award to a wife of

Freed and Henry H, Foster, Jr"

ne cessar ily

given

Court

of her husband under certain

in th eir article "The Economic

circ umstances hav e been used

discretion.
The next most recent case is

alimony was unconstitutional "as

(1897). the court reasoned that,

a denial of eq ual rights because

Effects of Divorce", summarize

independently of statute, equity

occasionally to justify alimony

the Colburn , v Colburn. '15 Md.

of sex." The court chose not to

th e recent changes in divorce
statutes,

,terpretations, throughout the
United States, They state: "It is

Livingston v

Superior

courts had jurisdiction to decree

awards to a husband. An Ohio

App 503, which the Supplement

consider this question by stating

alimony in the form of separate

statute providing that a husband

to our Annotated Code uses to

simply that the law of Maryland

maintenance to a husband under

and wife contract toward each

. justify its definition of alimony as

does not permit a husband to

a particular statute involving

'o ther mutual obligations was

a

correlative obligation. This was
California's solution. In Hagert v

construed in Hickle v Hickle

and

in

co urt

in-

fair, to cone! ude that criteria for

obligation to his wife. This case

obtain alimony. Here the
husband was not, unfortunately,

(1892) 6 Ohio CC 490 to include
the situation where the husband

does show that alimony is only to '

making a request for alimony; he

lesser ex t ent a limony,

be awarded when the wife's own

was merely suggesting that the

become 'non-fault' oriented, and

North Dakota, the court affirmed

is unable to carry out these

income is insufficient to care for

alimony

be

the . current emphasis is upon

an order allowing temporary

obligations fully. Th e same

her needs, however. Colburn v

discriminatory, The issue was

economic factors and the trend is

alimony to a husband who was
physically unable to work.

statute was invoked in Albert v

Colburn also discusses the facts
upon which the C(;lUrt should

resolved when the court stated
that it would " ... not entertain

toward an approach analagous to
the dissolution of a partnership,"

However, it was construed only

under similar circumstances.

make its decisions about the
award of alimony, as does Quinn

constitutional qu estions in ad-

They

vance of the strictest necessity,"
Mr. and Mrs. Colburn were in

California, Colorado, Florida,

court again in Colburn v Colburn,
20 Md, App. 346, decided March

Oregon

Hagert (1911) 133 NW 1035, in

to award temporary alimony.
More recent cases show that
occasionally the court will
• dispose of a husband's claim for
separate maintenance because of
the court's finding that the wife
was entitled to a divorce. Steiner
v Steiner (1950) 218 P2 464,

Albert (1916) 7 Ohio App 156,
In

Sassaman

v

Sassaman

husband's

common-law

statute

might

(1951) 80 Pa D & C 501, the

v Quinn. The factors to which tht

Pennsylvania

a

court should give consideration

divorced wife liable for the
support of her insane husband.

are. for example, husband's
wealth and earning capacity,

Statutes authorizing the courts
to make division of property

station in life of both parties, age,

specifically, that Art. 16, 3 and 5

physical health, ability to work,
length of time parties lived
together, and the like. This case

Clause of the Fourteenth
court,
Amendment,
The

ha ve

court held

sometimes

furnished

Oregon.
We do find, however, the

authority for an allowance to a
husband very similar to alimony,

tight of a husband to receive an
award of permanent alimony

although it has not always been

under special statutes altering
the common law rule. In some

called by that name. The
Oklahoma court, in Cornelius v
Cornelius (1921) 199 P 1115, held

jurisdictions the statutes per-

that, under the circumstances, it

was decided June 29, 1972.
Interestingly enough., Renner
v Renner, 16 Md. App. 144,
decided

September 11,

1972,

co nsid ered the question of fault
and mad e the fault of the wife in

8, 1974. Mr. Colburn claimed,
violate

the

Equal

Protection

speaking of Maryland's Equal
Rights Amendment, Art. 46,
reiterated the Minner court's
co mments , Here the court
limited the application of Art, 46
by saying that th e facts in this

property distribution, and to a

Iowa,

mention

that

Kentucky,
and

has

Arizona,

Nebraska,

Washington

are

some of the states which have
adopted complete divorce codes
r ecently. The authors continue:
"Alimony, or 'maintenance' as it
is called in some of .the newer
statutes, has been 'de-sexed' and
in accordance with current equal
protection arguments hav e been
made available to either party,
The trend is to base alimony
upon actual need and ability to
pay, and to regard it as a sup-

~~VH ,,,~w.;:P; ,~rul}~1': ,~: .\)"-~t~

plement ,to what is' de~jvfld from ..
distribution

of

marital

property. Moreover, at least in

Forum, October, 1974, Page 19
.

" A'fI' ~. 1n terest:;ill'g:'>...~ :aTti'cl:e~··.·. ~h11d ••custody ••hearings, ••th:er~- - ~_Theocourtheid.i;hat the remMies····· " THE-BALSA WORKSHOP
the application of
seems to be no doubt of its
provided by t h ese statutes
Maryland's ERA to child custody
pertinence to divorce hearings.
by Norm Scott
(covering all types of alimony

discussing

California, there is a definite

decisions is relevant here. The

There are two recent cases

and fees) must be available to

trend to award alimony for a

article states that one of the

heard by the Superior Court of

• either spouse who meets the

limited time only ... "

courts' problems, in applying this

Pennsylvania

It seems to me that the

UMDA,

which

promulgated

was originally

by the

National

new amendment, is that there is
no legislative history behind .it.
Maryland simply adopted what is

where

Penn-

sylvania's recently-passed ERA
was an issue. Pennsylvania's
ERA, like Maryland·s. is very

legislative

specified. "Legislation providing
for such reciprocal rights would
clearly meet the constitutional

Conference of Commissions on,

termed the "standard version" of

similar to the federal proposal.

test of the Amendment. despite

Uniform State Laws, would give

tht equa l rights legislation.

The first case.

the fact that. given the

Maryland's legislators much food

However. " ... inasmuch as the

Henderson (Pa. Super., 303 A2

socio-ecomomic structure of our

for

Maryland

amendment

is

843). appeal

petition granted

society. it may be expected that

esse ntially

identical to

the

July 3, 1973. was an appeal by

many more women would receive

thought.

Certainly,

in-

creasi ngly, more and more states
. are turning to the ideas of the

federa l proposal, the legislative

the

husband

Henderson v

from

an

order

UMDA and incorporating them

history of the federal amendment

directing him to pay his wife's

into their own statutes. The

is therefore directly applicable to

court fees. The court affirmed.

UMDA is the first statute to

the Maryland' enactment."

by an eq ually divided court.

provide

both

The legislative history of the

no-fault

a

mechanism and a thorough re-

federal

ERA

makes

it

clear

pr~sent

.benefits from such legislation

not

a

permissible

factor

in

The UMDA strongly disfavors

destructive of any special legal

eq ually divided court. This

determining the legal rights of

any award of spousal support to

protection of women. " ... not only

division shows the

women. or of men. This means

beginning

effects of the ERA legislation on

division is adequate to provide

the conflict between protective

court decisions. The dissenting

maintenance.

legislation 'lnd the ERA, but

opinion- of Judge Spaulding

unfettered

discretion of the tria l court in

moreover

and

states: "Since 46 affords the

alimony

be

overw helmingl y r ejected an

right to receive costs pendente

terminated by incorporating in

attempt to save that protection.

lite exclusively to females. the

the statute adequate guidelines

The conclusion is accordingly

rights of males are abridged

for determining the award.

inescapable that any common-

solely because ortheir sex." (p.

matters should

it expressly

Moreover , a stat ute should

law or statutory presumption

845) He continues: " ... the ERA

contain a n adequate mechanism

favoring the female parent (we

mandates a further extension of

for determining the true financial

could

this

condition of each spouse with

'spouse' here for the word
'parent', could we not?) is void to

some degree of certai nty.
C('rtainly every proposal of the
UMDA pertaining to alimony - or
"maintenance" as they prefer to

substitute

the

the full extent that it is based on
impermissible
sexual
distinction .....

:.tn

In referring to an article in

call it - positively eliminates the
concept follow ed in Maryland

The

courts of awarding alimony

pre v iously -men tioned

.exclusively to the wife in a

word

Yale

quotes:

Law

"In

Review.

short,

is

prohibited classification; the
constitutional mandate must tie

('vidence

I

(as

does

have

the

presented

by

repudiating the sex of the individual as a permissible criteria
for determining legal rights in

be

different

but

or

class ifi cation.

sex, but the passing of this law

classification,

makes it imperative that we stop

terest, or the demands of ad-

discriminating against men in

ministrativ e

exped i ency.

word "wife" cannot be in -

to th is article. the authors state
that: "In ratifying the ERA, t he

terp reted to mean "spouse" -

delivered

it. In The Annotated Code of the

government

a

mandate

which ... demands

and

increase in

That

dif-

ferentiation in treatment may
as

trait.

(pp.

846-47)

It

is

definition

The grande ole dame of the

that 5 be rewritten, substituting

its

"spouse" for "wife" - if we are to

November 16. The Walters, a

follow our recently-passed Equal

collection dating back to the mid-

obvious meaning; therefore the

SBA WINS
AWARD
the announcement of awards

46 of the

un -

during the National American
Bar Association/ Law Student
Division Convention in Chicago

Baltimore in Valley Forge should

be clearer than that?

applying Maryland's

ERA

to

summer,

.the

found that 11 and 46 of the

be

recognition of contributions by

unconstitutional in view of the

the law school to the legal
profession and the community.

considered

building, will house a varied
exhibition

including

Japanese

snuff boxes and pre-Colombian
carvings.

Classified Ads Now Taken

award

Pennsylvania Statutes were
passage of Pennsylvania's ERA.

has

same marble as the original

presented to the University of

en-

collection.

The new wing, built from the

statutes unconstitutional.

by the Superior Court of Penn-

be immediately

Saturday.

our courts shall have to find - as

dissenting opinion would declare
Law

on

nineteenth

taining to counsel fees. etc.,
from being unconstitutionaL This
Divorce

wing

her e tofore lacked space for
twenty percent of its objects.

even to save the statute per-

constitution al.

new

Rights Amendment. Otherwise.

sylvania (310 A2 426), the court

practiced

WING

NEW

NOVEMBER 16

Baltimore galleries will christen

realign its standards .... it should

ded." Although this article was

WALTER::; ART GALLERY
OPENS

an award. regardless of sex; and

This

because of sex." (1972, ch. 366,

CULTURE DEPT.

of alimony.

should not merely redefine and

ratified Nov. 7. 1972.) What could

enrollment. such an organization

specifying each spouse's rights to

not abridged because of sex."

heret<lfore

an-

black

ERA the existence of such a

this

further demand, that the de facto

an

strength, intelligence. and the
lik e. But under the Pennsylvania

in Wiegant v Wiegand, decided

discrimination

with

would be of benefit to black

such

Maryland Court of Appeals

shall not be abridged or denied

student

students.

affected.

46 is entitled: "Equality of rights

"Equality of rights under the law

law

persons

Finally. in September of 1973,

that:

black

rest upon particular traits of the

or de facto. ...Accordingly, the

states

that

projects of this nature could be of

ticipated

society.

Supplement, Volume 9A, Article

article

school

Baltimore

tAe

that t here be no discrimination

Laws

high

suggested

benefits upon different members

on t he basis of sex. be it de jure

1973

He

of

of

General

Maryland,

civil rights to
students.

no

Cumulative

Public

Law. cited a program in which
students from his school taught

organization at the University of

did Pennsylvania's - our alimony

incorporate a ne"'. section into

the sex of the spouse requesting

North

we need in our alimony statute a

in-

has
to its

Crutchfeld.

different burdens or different

new

suspect

electorate

student

It was observed that there is

unquestionably clear to me that

Equality of ri ghts means that sex

Maryland

Black

Carolina University School of

by the particular characteristic

is not a factor." In the concl usion

is to be award ed regardless of

Perry

of

person is of one sex or the other.

or

makes it a necessity that we
statute stating that alimony

areas

The law does. of course, impose

classification by sex rather t han

our divorce hearin gs. The ERA

OUf

the

particular benefit to the com-

give this statute its plain and

unreasonable

fundamental

There was a consensus in t he
workshop that greater ' efforts

munity and black law students.

degree in one sex does not justify

equa l.

allocate alimony on the basis of

munity in which it is located.

upon the circumstance that such

Spaulding claims that we must

Equal Rights Amendment cannot
r easonable

the law school and the com-

by the law may not be based

characteristic ... to a greater

absolute. The issue under the

already) that we should no longer

that t he treatment of any person

Pennsylvania." (p. 846) Judge

a

Maryland's ~ecently passed
Equal Rights Amendment not
suggests

of equality

the

divorce action.

only

policy

article

sex

second. the relationship between

The basic principle of the
Pennsylvania ERA is that sex is

"The

students in the law school and

was violative of the ERA. (23
P.S. 46; P.S.Const. art. 1. 27) The

was Congress acutely aware of

Black

notwithstanding his claim that it

interesting part of this case is the

either party when the property

of

recruitment and retention.

beyond any doubt that Congress
be

concer ns

students. First. the role of Black

the present statutes must fall."
(p. 428)

intended

to

discussion concentrated on two
specific

should be made by law schools in

working of the older property

ERA

Law

Students Association (BALSA)

than men. However, absent such
mutuality of rights to both sexes.

and support concepts in 'divorce.

the

The Black American

requirements

further

The Forum is now ac. cepting classified ads.
Price is $1.00 for 10 words.

November Group to Consider Disabilities
by Anthony R. Katz

munities, implementation of
court decrees and creation of

In a six state conference,

fresh legislation now will ad-

"The .Developmentaily Disabled

vance the national progress of

and Their Legal Rights," the

the last four years.

United States Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,
Social

Rehabilitation

Consequently, to help create
vironment in which the disabled
can participate in society as first

Institute and the Maryland Bar
address

class
citizens,
attorneys,
physicians, psychologists, social

themselves to the legal status of

workers and other professionals

the

disabled

at

unique

will attend this conference.

coalescence of p'rofessionals and

Indeed, it is these professionals

legislators November 1 and 2 at

who are integral factors in the

the

decision

Kennedy

a

Institute

Baltimore. The

program

in
will

making

process

regarding the welfare of the

outline the medical and social

handicapped.

parameters of developmental
disabilities, test case litigation

P articipants include: Robert
H. A. Haslam, M.D., Medical

and

Parameters; Robert B. Johnston,

implementation

decisions.
In the

of court

Information

regarding

by Robert Lipsitz

Afand

supported

telephoning the Office of Public

filia ted

Education and Information of the

Training

by

Center

Region

III;

John F. Kennedy Institute at 301

Pharmaceuticals Division, ClBA-

955-4432. The registration fee is

GEIGY Corporation; The Willard

$15.00 with student discounts

Scars Sim pkins Lectureship and

ava ilabl e .

The Aber D. Unger Foundation,

The

physically and

program

mentally

is

han-

dicapped citizens.
At the Third Circuit Roundtable Conference held at Valley

University

Facilily IResearch

registration may be obtained by

mentally

retarded,

unfair

compensation for employment,

The proposal pointed out that

job discrimination

becuase of

many of the handicapped people
in society today are encountering

their handicap, etc. Besides these
handicaps, one important point is

Apgar presented to the circuit a

many problems in their day to

that many of the handicapped do

project to be adopted by the

day existence. These include lack

not know their rights or how to

circuit. The project concerns I the

of proper ed ucation

Forge, Tony Katz and Drew

for

the

continued on page 17

M.D., Mini-Hab Co nference;
past

four

years,

Carolyn R. Thompson, M.S.W.,

litigation has emerged as a mode

Placement

of change to secure the rights of .

munity; Marvin Malcotti, Ph.D.,

the handicapped and has served

Who Should Be Institutionalized;

as a catalyst to heighten public

Judge Frank A. Kaufman, The

concern.

this

Role of the Judiciary; \Barbara

period various state and federal

Gold, Esq., Constitutional Rights

courts have been confronted with

Denied the Disabled; Herbert

Indeed,

proceedings
damental

Esq., Implementation in Penn-

an optimal legal and social en-

Region III, the John F. Kennedy
will

Compliance - Whose Respon. sibility; and Dennis Haggerty,
sylvania.

Service,

Association

William Robertson, Moderator,

during

regarding

personal rights

funaf-

fecting all of America's 12.8
million disabled citizens. These
rights, such as education, right to

Within

the

Com-

Silverbkrg, Esq., The Civil
Commitment . Process;

Paul

Friedman, Esq., Constitutional
Rights to Treatment in Institutions and Compensation for

treatment, compensatIOn for

Peonage; Ralph Moore, Esq.,

employment, physical access to

Civil Rights of the Handicapped

buildings and commitment to
mental institutions, taken for

in the Community and Philip
Roos, Ph.D., The Health

granted by the majority of
society, are frequently· denied

Professional's Role as an Advocate for Legal Change.

the handicapped.
Litigation,

Saturday
however,

is

merely an initial phase in the
process of securing these rights
for citizens affected with mental
retardation, cerebral palsy,.
epilepsy, learning disabilities and
other neurological problems.
Increased public consciousness
through education of t he
professional and lay com-

t:JlJi>\FO ~UM
'ONWERSlT¥ OF BALTIMORE
SCHOOL OF LAW
. 42G-N. CHARlt;s STREET
'BALTIMORE, MA~YLAND
21201

morning

par-

ticipants include Senator Charles
McC. Mathias, Jr.; Jay Cutler,
Esq., The Bill of Rights for the
Mentally Retarded
Federal
Implementation; Craig Knoll,
Maryland State Delegate, State
Legislative Action;

Henry R.

Lord, Esq., Michael Lottman,
Esq., James Clements, M.D. and
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